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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
During my twenty years of industrial experience in the communica-
tions field, I have become interested in the way in which a telephone 
network is expanded and the consequences of the present planning 
policies. These policies vary from country to country due, among other 
things, to the set of particular factors involved in the expansion 
process [5]. These factors are complex and large in number; conse-
quently, it is difficult to detennine the "optimum" way to expand a 
telephone plant. 
Analytical methods have not been practical when all aspects of a 
plant expansion were considered simultaneously. As a result, analytical 
approaches have relied on simplifying the problem, such as treating it 
as being deterministic rather than stochastic. 
There have been several serious attempts, with different approaches, 
to handle the capacity expansion problem. The common point which almost 
all of the papers agree upon is that the problem of expansion is 
complex. As Kalotay [24] points out: 
. the problem of determining the optimal expansion 
policy given the above constraints is a fonnidable one 
that we have not succeeded in solving ..• [p. 57). 
Or, as Manne [26] says: 
The problem is complicated by (1) the presence of sub-
stantial economies of scale in plant construction; (2) 
the penalties involved in accumulating backlogs of 
1 
unsatisfied demand, and (3) the use of random-walk 
pattern rather than a deterministic upward trend in 
demand [p. 632]. 
Or, as Freidenfelds and McLaughling [19] say about this problem: 
•.. Even after making many simplifying assumptions 
(e.g., detenninistic demand, no 11 node-costs 11 ), we end 
up with a problem that appears to be combinatorial in 
nature. That is, we cannot get the best solution by 
local searching but must try out many possibilities 
. [p. 567]. 
The problem of capacity expansion in the telephone network 
embraces several items, as is shown in Table I. Each one of these 
parts, even though highly linked with the others, has its own problems 
and characteristics, proving that the solution for one part may not be 
suitable for another. 
TABLE I 
AVERAGE PERCENTAGE INVESTMENTS IN PUBLIC TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT 
2 
Item Average for 16 Countries 
Subscriber 1 s plant 
Outside plant for local networks 
Exchanges 
Long-distance trunks 
Buildings and land 
13% 
27% 
27% 
23% 
10% 
Source: International Telegraph and Telephone Consulting Committee [5]. 
According to my experience in this field, specification of the 
primary and secondary cables network is the most complex part of 
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determining the "optimal" policy for expansion. Improving the present 
methods, can result in substantial savings and significantly improve the 
financial status of the firm. With this in mind and desiring to 
contribute to the solution of this problem, the research described in 
the following pages was conducted. 
Terminology Used in the Telephone 
Expansion Process 
Brief Description of a Typical Telephone Network 
General. Although there are different types of systems for 
telephone networks around the world, we can for the purpose of this 
paper say that a telephone network can be defined as a system of inter-
connected elements with a means of interchanging information among them. 
In a broad sense, those elements can be classified as either stations 
or traffic-switching exchanges. Stations on a traffic network intended 
for voice communications are, of course, telephone instruments. 
Stations on other types of traffic networks may be other devices such 
as computer terminals, teletypewriters, or picture-phone sets. Conse-
quently, a traffic network carries a variety of types of traffic 
(voice, data, picture, etc.) between a number of stations that can be 
connected on demand. 
Types of Switching Systems. The first basic job of a switching 
system is to interconnect calls economically. This includes connec-
tions not only between customers• lines, but also between line and 
trunk or between trunk and trunk. Relating to traffic networks, there 
are three types of offices: local, tandem, and toll. The local or end 
office switches a number of customer lines, connecting them to other 
lines or to trunks. Tandem and toll offices switch trunks, which are 
usually much busier than lines. 
Hierarchy of Switching Offices, The elementary hierarchical 
structure for switching offices is formed by an office that provides 
4 
switching service to customer stations, whereas two offices being served 
by a third switching office constitutes a hierarchical structure of two 
offices on the lower level and one on the higher level, as shown in 
Figure 1. 
Central 
Office A 
Central 
Of ti ce B 
Figure 1. A Two-Level Hierarchy 
If several of these two-level hierarchical structures are served 
by a third one, then there is introduced a third level. By continuing 
in this fashion, it is possible to construct the public telephone 
network which has several levels in its hierarchy of switching offices. 
This is shown in Figure 2. 
--- ---
-- ---
~ 
-- --~ --SS 3 _______ ..:::::--
--
--- ---
---------
Final Trunk Group 
- -- High-Usage Group 
Regional Center 
End Office 
Figure 2. Nominal Toll Network Pattern 
Structure of the Facilities Network. Elements of the facilities 
network--that is, station equipment, transmission facilities, and 
switching facilities--make possible the traffic network. The structure 
of the facilities network is quite complex, and can best be discussed 
in terms of three separate levels: 
1) long-haul facilities, 
2) exchange-area facilities, and 
3) local facilities. 
A long-haul facilities network consists of long-haul transmission 
systems and toll switching systems. The long-haul transmission system 
5 
includes various coaxial cables and microwave radio systems. 
The exchange area level of the facilities network is intermediate 
between the local facilities network and the long-haul facilities 
network structure. It can be thought of as a network consisting of 
local and tendem switching systems and the transmission systems of the 
types ordinarily used to provide relatively short trunks, that tie them 
together. 
Local facilities are the local switching systems, also known as 
interior plants, through which customers are connected to the central 
office. (A pair of copper wires is needed from each telephone to the 
switching equipment in the central office.) 
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An exterior plant is partitioned into two categories: distribution 
or secondary, and feeder or primary, or principal. Distribution is the 
portion of the network nearest to the customer. Each distribution cable 
goes from a small cabinet, called a terminal or spreading point, which 
serves a small well defined geographical area. The collection of a set 
of those spreading point areas form an area which is known as a district 
or serving area. 
A telephone exchange area is constituted by an amount of about 
100 districts, which are identified within the exchange area by a 
number assigned in a progressive manner. Secondary cables are of small 
capacity (number of copper wire pairs forming the cable) at the ends of 
the network, and are spliced into larger cables that lead to a distri-
bution cabinet, called cabinet district or serving area interface, 
from which depart the principal cables to the central office. Princi-
pal cables have a capacity of 100 to 2700 pairs and run from the 
telephone exchange in a tree-like manner into the district areas 
associated with the exchange. A local facilities network structure is 
shown in Figure 3. 
Portrait of the Telephone Expansion Process 
Some of the most common terms are: 
DEMAND: This term covers the following concepts: 
- Existent subscribers {also known as satisfied demand): 
Subscribers with telephone service already installed. 
- Subscribers on waiting list {also known as unsatisfied 
demand): Subscribers who have already made an application 
for the service, but because of the present unavailability 
of the telephone plant they are placed on a waiting list. 
7 
- Potential subscribers: Subscribers who are expected (in the 
short or long term) to need and contract the telephone 
service. 
PLAN: This concept specifies the year for which well defined 
courses of actions are planned in order to achieve a pre-
establ i shed increment of new subscribers during the 
specific year. This increment of new subscribers is also 
named 11 gain 11 of the year. It would be helpful, for 
description purposes, to take an example of another more 
familiar industry, like the automobile industry, to 
describe this concept. In this context, a 11 PLAN 11 for the 
telephone industry is analogus to the year's model for a 
car. 
PROGRAM: Refers to the actions and expenditures realized during 
a span of time to install the new plant for a specific 
Figure 3. 
/"D1.arl1llll..._ 
SOUTH 14 
A Local Facilities Network Structure 
8 
11 plan. 11 For example, the plant augmentation for the plan 
N+5 is constructed from September, year N+2, to November, 
year N+4. 
PROJECT: Term related to the actions that yield a set of blue 
prints, diagrams, estimated costs, etc., needed for 
constructing a new part of the telephone plant. 
9 
BUDGET: Word connected with the cashflow during a year--that is, 
with inflows and outflows from January 1 through December 31. 
Naturally, this cashflow includes inflows and outflows 
corresponding to different plans/programs. 
Different parts of the plant take different spans of time for 
installation; that is, from the day they are included in a plan to the 
day they are available to connect new subscribers. This time varies 
from country to country, depending on delivery times, weather, etc. 
For Mexico, the times needed for constructing a new part of the 
telephone plant are displayed in Figure 4. 
The expansion cycle (Figure 4) starts in year N, in which data for 
the estimation of the demand (short- or long-term) is obtained. In year 
N+l, this data is analyzed and used to generate preliminary projects. 
These preliminary projects are evaluated economically by using the 
techniques provided by engineering economy, and a set of approved 
preliminary projects is included in the plan of expansion for year N+4. 
After this selection is made, two sets of activities begin--one for the 
switching equipment and the other for the exterior part of the plant. 
The end of these two sets of activities is in the last part of year N+4. 
The construction of the new plant is planned in such a way that some 
parts are finished at the end of year N+3, which allows the connection 
Y E A R 
N N+ I Nt2 N+ 3 N+ 4 Nt5 
o peratlon of new plant v 
I + e qui pm ent I nstallatl on z 
fabrication and delivery of equipment I z 
proiect of < 
...I 
eoulpment 0.. 
trunk network project It: 
I I 0 trunk network construct• an IL 
selection II) 
of places Ill 
analysis of j:: 
demand :;: 
gatherln'4 of dota to proiect of exterior plant ;: estlma e demand u 
I construction of exterior pl ant I < 
operation of new plant 
j equipment Inst al I at Ion I 
fabrication and dellvery of equl*ment I 
proiect of 
equipment 
trunk network pro1ect I 
I trunk network construction I 
selection 
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anal~s11 of 
demand 
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estimate demand pro1ect of exterior p I ant I 
I construction or exterior plant I 
I I 
Figure 4. Activities For the Definition, Project, and Construction of a 
New Part of the Telephone Plant 
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of new subscribers at the beginning of year N+4 (Figure 4). 
Figure 4 is a very concentrated chart and represents all of the 
villages, towns, cities, etc., included in a plan. This process is 
started again in N+l and ended in N+5 (plan N+5), etc. 
Problem Definition 
Quantification of the Exterior Plant Investment 
Among the Total Investment 
11 
For most countries, the investment in different parts of the 
telephone plant follow the distribution shown in Table I. These 
percentages can vary from country to country, depending upon factors 
such as labor costs, importation or fabrication at home of some or all 
parts of the equipment/cables, parts assembled in the country, or 
totally manufactured at home, etc. Tables II and III present figures 
related to Mexico, from where data was gathered to test and validate 
the resulting model(s). From Tables II and III it can be observed that 
the exterior plant investment represents a significant part of the total 
investment and, consequently, savings made in this area will produce 
relevant economies in the whole. 
Damage to Finn's Economy Due to the Present Way 
of Expanding the Telephone Plant 
As can be seen in Figure 4, the expansion process depends almost 
entirely on the estimated demand at the beginning of the expansion 
cycle. This demand is assumed to be deterministic, for simplification 
purposes. However, the reality is quite different. When the new plant 
is finally installed at year N+4, the capacity of the installed plant 
TABLE II 
DISTRIBUTION OF INVESTMENTS OF THE MEXICAN TELEPHONE PLANT 
For Years Ending December 31 - Thousands of Pesos 
1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 
Automatic and Manual 1.159 '753 1.103 ,378 1.743,122 1.890,307 2.260,622 2.863,296 3.533,856 
Central Offices 
Telephones and Private 172,567 169,771 237 ,107 204,974 245,574 372 ,011 416,404 
Branch Exchanges 
Outside Installations 428,541 481,303 589,972 956,247 1. 252 '772 1.674,792 1.897,469 
for Local Service 
Installations of Lines 340,144 384,517 383,866 461,482 651,708 1.058,399 1. 202'154 
and Equipment for 
Long Distance Service 
Buildings and Land 148,308 155,156 122,034 316,178 315,189 253,690 . 251,437 
Other Equipment 24,348 29,128 33,619 48,868 91,682 102,701 156,202 
TOTAL 2.273,661 2.323,253 3.109,720 3.878,056 4.817,547 6.324,889 7.457,522 
Source: Telefonos de Mexico [43]. 
...... 
N 
TABLE III 
INVESTMENT PLANNED BY MEXICO FOR THE EXPANSION OF THE PUBLIC TELEPHONE NETWORK 
Period Total Investment Interior Plant Exterior Plant Toll & Other Eqpmt. 
For the Average For the Average For the Average For the Average 
From - To Period Per Year Period Per Year Period Per Year Period Per Year 
1981-1985 64.9 12.98 20.9 4.18 17.8 3.56 26.2 5.24 
% (100.00} (32.20) (27.43} (40.37} 
1986-1990 140.3 28.06 46.2 9.24 38.6 7. 72 55.5 11.1 
% (100. 00} (32.93} (27.51} (39.56} 
1991-1995 282.1 56.42 88.7 17.74 77 .9 15.58 115.5 23 .1 
% (100.00} (31.44} (27.61} (40.94} 
1996-2000 572.1 114.42 175.7 35.14 157.2 31.44 239.2 47.84 
% (100.00} (30.71} (27.48) (41.81) 
1981-2000 1. 059. 5 52.97 331.5 16.57 291.5 58.3 436.5 21.825 
% (100. 00) (31.29) (27.51) (41.20) 
Amounts in thousands of millions of Mexican pesos (current values). 
Figures inside parentheses are percentages related to the total investment in the period. 
....... 
w 
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will probably not match the true needs for that year, because the true 
demand at that time may be different from that estimated at the 
beginning of the cycle year (year N). The result may be a network with 
insufficient capacity or a network with idle capacity. Also, since the 
"gain" of new subscribers is one of the firm's most important goals for 
financial aspects (earnings per share, loan repayments, etc.), actions 
are taken in places in which there is available~in order to 
contract the pre-established goal of the total number of new subscribers. 
Therefore the network is used in a different way than planned. For 
instance, if a cable of 100 pairs was planned to last five years (at 
20 pairs/year) and 50 pair/year are used, the cable lasts for only 
two and not five years. This causes the situation to deteriorate 
because in defining a new plan, one of the basic premises considered is 
that all of the previous plans will be realized and used as planned, and 
if this is not true, the definition of the new plan is made based upon 
11weak 11 premises, with costly consequences. 
Each country has its own policies regarding the expansion of 
primary and secondary cables. These policies generally state a fixed 
number of years that an extension of primary or secondary cables must 
last. For Mexico, the plans for extension in primary and secondary 
cables are for three and five years, respectively. Accordingly, due to 
several years of experience and from some "post mortem" calculations, 
it is believed that these policies must be restudied since in some 
cases the cost actually paid is several times higher than the optimum, 
in the order of thousands of millions of pesos. Therefore, the impact 
on the firm's welfare may be in that order. The objectives of this 
research are based on this concept; that is, to restudy the way of 
15 
planning the expansion of the primary and secondary networks. 
The General Problem of Capacity Expansion 
The problem of capacity expansion planning is in no way exclusive 
property of the telephone industry. On the contrary, it is often 
encountered when the capacity of some facility must be augmented in an 
11 optimal 11 way to satisfy a demand. Therefore, in reviewing the liter-
ature on this topic, cases besides the telephone industry were 
considered in order to get a broad picture of the problem and to learn 
different approaches that have been taken. 
Fields in Which Capacity Expansion Planning 
Have Been Studied 
Problems of capacity expansion investment have both a theoretical 
and practical side, and are of interest to managers, engineers, 
operations researchers, politicians, economists, etc.; consequently, 
applications can be found in a wide range of fields. For example, 
Erlenkotter [17] studied two versions of large-scale problems for 
planning the expansion of India's nitrogenous fertilizer industry; 
Manne [26] designed a model to be used to find the best policy for 
expanding a pipeline or a steel plant or a superhighway; Turvey and 
Anderson [50] dealt with the capacity expansion of electrical power 
industries; Butcher, Haimes, and Hall [4] examined capacity expansion 
for water resources development; Rao and Fong [20] worked with a model 
for a deterministic capacity expansion and shipment planning problems 
considering a single commodity that can be produced in two regions; 
Sinden [40] modeled the expansion of a power plant; Doulliez and Rao [11, 
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12] dealt with the optimal capacity planning of a network; Coleman and 
York [9] developed a model to find the optimal chemical plant design; 
Dale [10] studied optimal additions to generating systems such as 
nuclear, hydroelectric, steam and gas turbine units; and Erlenkotter 
[16] modeled capacity expansion with two classes of capacity and demands 
where one type of capacity can supply both demands while the second can 
supply only one. A similar problem is treated by the Kalotay [24] model 
in which two types of equipment are considered: one which is general 
purpose equipment, and a cheaper one which can provide only one service. 
Also, there are models considering general applications rather than a 
specific one, such as those of Giglio [21], Reisman and Buffa [37], 
Shapiro [38], and Erlenkotter [15]. And, of course, there are articles 
that treat the case of capacity expansion in the telephone field, which 
is the main concern of this research. The papers written specifically 
for the telephone industry will be discussed in more detail later. 
Diverse Assumptions Considered in the Literature 
Premises considered in studies of capacity expansion are of a large 
variety, and depend mainly on the interest the author wants to place on 
the factors that he considers relevant for his problem. Another reason 
why premises vary from article to article is the kind of detail 
(specialization) a researcher wishes to consider when formulating a 
model, this being in most cases for practical relevance. The modeler 
establishes a tradeoff between the complexity of the model and the 
useful results he wants to achieve. In other words, the challenge 
consists of finding 11 optimal 11 solutions in special cases, and in 
devising satisfactory approximations for more general situations where 
a rigorously optimal solution could be complicated or computationally 
infeasible. In this respect, Bellman and Dreyfus [2] point out: 
The problem of distinguishing an absolute maximum from 
relative maxima is one that plagues the optimization field. 
It cannot be expected that it will ever be oversome at one 
blow. What we can hope to accomplish is to add class after 
class of problems to our zoo of tame specimens [p. 83]. 
With this in mind, it is easy to understand why Doulliez and Rao 
[11], Erlenkotter [14, 15, 17], Freidenfelds and Mclaughlin [19], 
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Fong and Rao [20], Hinomoto [23], Kalotay [24], McDowell [30], Morgan 
[31], and Sinden [40] consider the demand of detenninistic while Giglio 
[21], Manne [26], and Shapiro [38] take the demand as probabilistic.~' 
Also, with respect to demand, Brienkotter [17], Morgan [31], and Rapp 
[34, 35] assume that the demand grows linearly, while Coleman [9], 
Dale [10], Erlenkotter [15], and Kalotay [24] prefer to see the demand 
growing exponentially. Dale [10], Erlenkotter [16, 17], Freidenfeld and 
Mclaughlin [19], Manne [26], Morgan [31], and Smith [41] consider the 
planning horizon to be infinite; Coleman [9], Doulliez and Rao [12] 
consider the horizon as being finite. ~ 
Intervals between augmentations are considered as non-periodic 
by Dale [10], Erlenkotter [14, 15, 16, 17], Fong and Rao [20], Reisman 
and Buffa [37], Shapiro [38], Turvey and Anderson [50], and White [41], 
and as periodic by Morgan [31] and Rapp [34, 35]. v 
Investment costs are represented by a linear function by Dale [10], 
Fong and Rao [20], Rapp [34, 35], and Sinden [40]. Erlenkotter [15] 
considers that operation and maintenance cost are the same for all 
projects. I 
Useful life of the facility is taken as finite by Coleman [9], 
Erlenkotter [14], Rapp [34, 35], and Turvey [50]. Manne [26] estimates 
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useful life as infinite. 
Replacement costs are relevant for Coleman [9], Erlenkotter [14], 
Rapp [34, 35], and Turvey [50]. Giglio [21] includes in his model 
penalty cost, and Erlenkotter [14] incorporates maintenance and overhead 
cost. 
Fong and Rao [20] include in their model the assumption that no 
inventory stock is allowed. A salvage value is considered by Morgan 
[31], Rapp [34], and Reisman [37]. 
Computational Tools Used in the Literature 
Erlenkotter [14, 15, 16, 17], Freidenfelds [19], Giglio [21, 22], 
Hinomoto [23], Kalotay [24], Manne [26], McDowell [30], Reisman and 
Buffa [37], Sinden [40], and White [51] use the continuous discount 
factor, while Dale [10], Doulliez and Rao [12], Morgan [31], Rapp [34, 
35, 36], and Turvey [50] use the discrete discount factor. Other tools 
used are the Taylor expansion, Manne [26]; Laplace Transfonn, Manne 
[26]; Markov Chain, Shapiro [38]. 
Different Methods/Techniques Used to Approach a 
Solution for the Capacity Expansion Problem 
in the Telephone Industry 
Most authors use in one way or another the net present value 
approach to evaluate the different alternative solutions. Classical 
optimization (calculus) is used by Coleman [9], Giglio [22], Hinomoto 
[23], Kalotay [24], Manne [26], McDowell [30], and Morgan [31]. 
Fong and Rao [20], Sinden [40], and Turvey [50] use linear pro-
gramming. Turvey [50] applies non-linear programming, while Freidenfeld 
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and McLaughlin [19] utilize a heuristic branch and b~nd algorithm. The 
Dijkstra algorithm is used by Doulliez and Rao [1]. Doulliez and Rao 
approach the problem by using what they call a dual network shorter 
path algorithm. 
Erlenkotter [14] performs sensitivity analyses on demand and 
discount rate, and Coleman and York [9] perform sensitivity analyses for 
a pessimistic, expected, and optimistic demand. 
Dynamic programming seems to be a popular technique used to solve 
the capacity expansion problem, as can be seen in the papers of Dale 
[10], Erlenkotter [14, 15, 16, 17], Fong and Rao [20], Rapp [36], 
Shapiro [38], Smith [41], Turvey and Anderson [50], and White [51]. 
Specific Approaches to the Case of Capacity 
Expansion Planning in the 
Telephone Industry 
Paul G. Clark [8] presents a sound bases for realistically 
analyzing the capacity expansion problem in the telephonic field. Clark 
analyzes the expansion planning activities of the American Telephone and 
Telegraph Company (Bell System). He compares his study of the simple 
theory of private investment, also known as the capital requirement 
theory, to the investment practice in the telephone industry. He says 
that the essential assumption of the principle in its pure form is that 
the firm must maintain for technological reasons a fixed ratio between 
its output and its stock of capital equipment. In other words, the 
firm must undertake net investment in accordance with changes in its 
output, or, algebraically: 
where 
at = the finn's output in time period t 
K = the finn's stock of capital equipment at the end of the 
t period 
~at= the difference between the finn's output in t and its 
output in t-1 
2a 
~Kt= the difference between the firm's stock or capital equipment 
at the end of t and its stock at the end of t-1 
k = the fixed technological ratio which the firm is assumed to 
maintain between its output and its stock of capital 
equipment. 
Clark mentions that the pure acceleration principle is subject to four 
important qualifications as a realistic theory of private investment: 
(1) The pure acceleration principle implies that the firm is 
able to adjust its stock of capital equipment instantaneously 
to increase in demand for its output, but in practice a 
construction period of some length (often several years) must 
intervene between the decision to purchase additional capital 
equipment and its actual installation. 
(2) The pure acceleration principle implies that the firm adjust 
the capacity of its stock of capital equipment precisely to 
its output, but in practice a margin of spare capacity is 
commonly provided. Spare capacity must exist in order to 
handle temporary increases in demand without delay, and to 
support fluctuations expected in the demand. 
(3) The pure acceleration principle is perfectly symmetrical with 
respect to increases and decreases in output, but actually in 
-~ 
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the finn frequently is unable to react in the same way to 
decreases in demand for its output as to increase. If demands 
fall, the finn frequently cannot make its net investment as 
negative as the pure acceleration principle asserts, but 
instead, accumulates excess capacity. 
(4) The assumed ratio between the finn's output and its stock of 
capital equipment is changed from time to time by technologi-
cal developments. This qualification does not destroy the 
usefulness of the principle, provided that the technological 
changes are discontinuous, and that the ratio remains stable 
from one technological change to the next. 
Clark's critique of these four qualifications is essential and 
should be considered in the model formulation and policy definition of 
the telephone capacity plant expansion. Clark [8] also describes the 
way in which the Bell System undertakes the expansion process, which in 
general is very similar to that followed by Mexico. 
A pioneer work (1939) on capacity expansion for a telephonic plant 
is that of Rapp from the Telefonoktiebolaget L. M. Ericsson [34], in 
which he developed a model that considers initial investment, replace-
ment costs, maintenance cost, and uses the annual cost comparisons and 
the net preset value to detennine the best policy (or, as he called it, 
the economic stage of extension for a telephone network). First, he 
considers the case of plants for constant demand, then he extended the 
model for the case of plants for growing demands. From the set of final 
equations, he suggests evaluating them for different values of t (time 
x 
between additions) until the minimum cost is derived. He did not provide 
a closed expression for the optimal solution. 
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In 1950, Rapp [35] again treats the same program with a model 
essentially the same as he presented in [34]. This time he presents an 
explicit expression for the minimum cost. In 1976, Morgan [31] 
utilized the same approach used by Rapp [34, 35], with basically the 
same expressions and results. 
In 1969, Rapp [36] uses dynamic programming to determine the 
optimal extensions of conducts and principal cable networks. In this 
paper he did consider a planning horizon of 25-45 years, and the inter-
vals of calculations (stage of decisions) of one year. His recursive 
expression for evaluating decisions at each stage is, as in almost all 
of the works using dynamic programming, to solve the capacity expansion 
problem of the type: 
where 
N(Ot) = min. [min. N(Ox) + N(xt)] 
O~x<t 
(t = 1,2, .•• ,T) 
N(Ot) = present value for extensions during the period O - t 
N(Ox) = present value for extensions during the period 0 - x 
N(xt} = present value for extensions during the period x - t. 
In 1979, John Freidenfelds and C. D. McLaughlin [19], of the Bell 
Laboratories, presented an adaptation of a branch and bound solution 
approach for the problem of expanding the capacity of a telephone feeder 
cable network to meet growing demand. They generated heuristic bounds, 
based on analytic solutions of simpler capacity expansion problems. 
Their approach, as they describe it, is somewhat like that of Doullies 
and Rao [12] modified by some heuristics to speed it up. In their 
algorithm they consider the following premises/options: 
(1) Demand in a specified area is served by the finest gauge 
possible (without violating the transmission standards). 
(2) Arbitrary demand. 
(3) Remove small cables to make room for larger ones. 
(4) Utilize the existing 11 excess capacity." 
(5) Demand is deterministic. 
(6) Infinite time horizon. 
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Their model breaks the problem into smaller parts, and analyzes 
each one recursively (in this way they use the analytical approach of 
dynamic programming) to form the optimal chain of decisions. They said 
that obtaining a solution by only dynamic programming would be very 
difficult because of the large dimensionality of the stated space. So 
they use a recursive equation very much like those used by Shapiro [38], 
Rapp [41], Erlenkotter [15], Turvey and Anderson [50], and others, in 
defining the "best" decision in each node of a decision tree like that 
shown in Figure 5. 
This approach is where their algorithm takes on the name "Branch 
and Bound. 11 In this tree, each node corresponds to the first "shortage" 
and in that point a decision must be taken. So, in searching the 
sequence of cable placements, they systematically search the decision 
tree for a path with the minimum present worth cost. Their basic 
solution strategy considers first an horizon of 45 years (as Rapp in 
[36]), and uses only the first few levels of the tree. The solution has 
three stages: 
(1) An explicit enumeration of all alternatives at the first two 
levels; 
(2) A completion of each two-level subsequence to 45-year sequence 
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by what they called their 11 elaborate heuristics"; 
(3) An estimate of the cost of completing the 45-year sequence 
. 
to infinity using their 11 tail-end-approximation. 11 For the 
tail-end-approximation they use McDowell's [30] expression 
for an infinite stream. 
In 1979 Robert L. Smith [41] considered the problem of selecting 
capacity additions from a finite set of possible facility sizes to meet 
demand at a single location over an infinite horizon. The solution 
approach used by Smith is dynamic programming. He uses an example 
application in the long haul transmission facilities in the nationwide 
intercity telephone network. The model proposed considers that each 
expansion is to be chosen from a finite set of possible additions, and 
that fixed costs may be associated with each allowable capacity 
addition. One of the characteristics of the model is that it considers 
that the demand grows exponentially and that all significant capacity 
sensitive costs occur at the time when the capacity is augmented. 
L. Smith bases his mathematical model on two lemmas and three 
theorems that he uses along with an algorithm, OFNPS of the Western 
Electric Company to design the algorithm and obtain his findings. His 
main result, based on the "turnpike theorem" (used also by Shapiro [38]) 
is that under his assumptions the optimal policy is characterized as 
one in which the least average cost facility is the only facility type 
installed over the infinite horizon. 
Smith's algorithm consists of the following steps: 
(1) For all possible pair of facilities, calculate the time at 
which the following equality holds: 
where 
(2) Set 
where 
o(t) represents a linearized fonn of the fixed 
installation cost. 
t = max .. t .. 1,J lJ 
t .. = time at which the facility j intersects with lJ 
facility i. 
(3) Establish a threshold time t* beyond which the last average 
facility precedes all others: 
t* = max.t .. * 
1 lJ 
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In other words, make t* as the time at which the facility with 
min oj intersects with the facility i having the larger time, 
Ti(t). 
(4) Use the Western Electric algorithm to obtain the sequence of 
installations to cover from time 0 to time t*. 
(5) Add the cost of installing turnpike facilities indefinitely 
to each possible truncated sequence in (4). 
From the articles reviewed, only two, [19 and 36], deal specif-
ically with the case of primary cables, and none with secondary cables. 
Of course, any one of the algorithms developed for long-haul, metro-
politan, or feeder cables can be adapted to the case of principal or 
secondary networks; the problem is that due to the vast number of spans 
of primary and secondary cables to be analyzed for each planning cycle, 
a solution becomes too costly and/or practically infeasible. 
Research Goals and Specific Objectives 
Relevant Assumptions Considered 
Approaches like dynamic programming or the Freidenfelds and 
Mclaughlins branch-and-bound algorithm [19] have been used with good 
results to solve the problem of capacity addition in telephonic areas 
such as trunk cables, long haul facilities, and exchange equipment. 
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In some cases these approaches have also been used, with poor results, 
in the principal cables network and in underground conducts. These 
unsatisfactory results in primary network are due to economic and 
practical aspects rather than theoretical limitations. 
This can be explained by recalling that a telephone cables network 
is formed by branches (cables) and nodes (points in which a cable is 
sliced into smaller cables or jointed to another cable), disposed in a 
tree-like configuration and that, on average, for each telephone 
exchange there are approximately 200 branches for principal network and 
3500 for secondary network (see Appendix A) to be analyzed, each planning 
cycle for addition of capacity. The result is that the number of 
branches to be analyzed is large (for Mexico, this is in the order of 
900,000 and growing each year [see Appendix A]). As a result, analysis 
by computer using a technique like those cited above may become 
economically or practically infeasible. This situation is more critical 
in developing countries like Mexico, where the availability of computers 
and specialized people required to design, modify, run, etc., these 
programs is extremely limited. 
For this reason, this research concentrates on finding a solution 
to the capacity expansion problem in principal and secondary cables, 
using an approach different than dynamic programming or Freidenfelds 
and McLaughlin's algorithm. The models will incorporate several 
important aspects that none of the articles searched in the literature 
have included, like inflation, increase in the value of the material 
that is recovered when the plant is ~eplaced, and maximum percentage 
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of occupation allowed (i.e., how many pairs used of the total installed), 
Also, it will incorporate into the analysis two very important aspects: 
the effect of the change in technology and the stochastic nature of the 
demand. 
' Priorities Set for the Objectives 
Summarizing, the objectives to be pursued in this research, in 
descending order of importance, are: 
(1) Design a theoretically well supported methodology to be used 
for detennining the best policy of expansion in primary and 
secondary cables, without using an algorithm that routinely 
requires the use of a computer each time the analysis of 
expansion is made. 
(2) Evaluate the effects of inflation and deflation in the 
decision making process of expanding cable telephone networks. 
(3) Evaluate the effects of considering the stochastic nature 
of demand. 
(4) Evaluate the effects of the changes in technology. 
(5) Evaluate the effects of varying the percentage of occupation 
in cable telephone networks. 
CHAPTER II 
METHODOLOGY 
Delineation of the Methodology to Use 
The principal feature of most capacity expansion problems is that 
they entail the minimization of a function that is highly linked to 
economics-of-scale. This is particularly true in the telephone industry. 
Economics of scale often lead to an objective function which is not 
convex, and most formulations cannot be solved in closed form without 
making simplifying assumptions. Most authors recognize in their models 
the considerable uncertainty associated with each assumption. As a 
result, their effort has gone into obtaining feasible approximate 
solutions, an approach that is perfectly valid to solve real problems 
like that of telephone cable capacity expansion. This research will 
develop a model for capacity cable expansion that is mathematically 
tractable but not over simplified. 
For this reason, the solution approach taken by Coleman and York 
[9], Giglio [22], Rapp [34, 35], and Reisman and Buffa [37] was followed. 
' 
Their approach consists of designing a present worth cash flow equation 
for the investments, expenditures, salvage values, etc. From this 
equation, an optimal expression can be developed which will provide the 
means to perform sensitivity analysis on the relevant parameters. 
Initially in this research, the modeling and the calculations will 
be made as though the future were known with certainty. Later, this 
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assumption will be relaxed when demand is described by a probability 
distribution and when sensitivity analysis is performed on the optimal 
value (minimum cost). Finally, the results from the sensitivity analysis 
will provide a basis for developing a set of simple policies to be used 
in the decision making process regarding the capacity expansion for 
primary and secondary cables. 
Development of the Model for the Case of 
Installing a Capacity to Satisfy 
One Time Demand 
The aspects and assumptions considered are: 
(1) Initial investment. This concept covers purchase, delivery, 
and installation costs. 
(2) Useful life of the plant installed. Considered equal for the 
first and subsequent installations. 
(3) Replacement of the installation by another facility at the end 
of its useful life. 
(4) Salvage value. Net value, after dismantling costs. 
(5) Operation costs. Assumed as incurred at the end of the year. 
(6) Maintenance costs. Assumed as incurred at the end of the year. 
(7) Cost of capital. Same all the time (this assumption is 
relaxed later). 
(8) Inflation. Considered as the increment in cost for each 
element (such as installation, operation, and maintenance). 
(9) Deflation. Considered as the increment in value of the 
recovered material when dismantling the old facility (such as 
copper and lead). 
This objective will be to minimize the net present costs (at the time 
t=O when the decision will be made). The planning horizon is infinite 
and compounded by spans of equal length, each span matching the useful 
life of the plant installed. 
Therefore, let 
c0 = cost of installation at time t = O 
c1 = cost of the first substitution after the useful life of the 
facility installed at t = a 
C. = cost of the Jth substitution after the useful life of the 
1 
facility installed at t = i-1 
u = useful life, expressed in years, of each installation. 
The corresponding cash flow for these installation costs is: 
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u 1 2 u 1 2 Years 1 I i I I Time 
cl c2 
So, the net present value of the installation costs is: 
n 
= c0 + E c.(l+r)-iu, 
i=l 1 
(1.1) 
where 
n = number of times the substitution is considered 
i = ;th installation (realized at the end of the useful life of 
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the (i-l)th installation 
r = cost of capital (expressed in decimal fonn). 
Now, considering the operation and maintenance costs as one (a 
similar assumption is made in the telephone industry), let 
CMj = expected operation and maintenance cost for the jth year. 
The cash flow for this concept is: 
(+) 0 
(-) 
1 2 
i i 
j Years 
t Time 
Therefore, the net present value of the operation and maintenance costs 
is: 
( 1. 2) 
Looking at the salvage costs, let 
c51 = salvage net value of the first facility, installed at t = 0, 
and replaced after its useful life. 
c52 =salvage net value of the second facility, installed at t = u. 
c5k = salvage net value of the kth facility, installed at t=(k-l)u. 
The salvage costs cash flow can be represented as: 
f S~ I CS2 CSk (+) ! I I t I I Time I I I (-) 0 1 2 u 1 2 u 1 2 u 1 2 Years 
Consequently, the net present value of the salvage costs is: 
or 
(n+l) -ku 
CTS = - E CSk ( 1 +r) 
k=l 
Now, the total net present value can be written as: 
n . (n+l)u . 
CT= C + E C.(l+r)-iu + E CM.(l+r)-J 
0 i=l , j=l J 
(n+l) 
- E C (l+r)-ku 
k=l Sk 
To incorporate the inflation and deflation into the model, the 
following expressions can be written: 
where 
Ci = Co(l+R)iu 
CMj = µC0 (1+a.)j 
Csk = ECO(l+S)ku, 
R = inflation rate for the cost of facility installed 
a = increment rate on the maintenance and operation cost 
a = increment rate for the value of the material forming the 
facility 
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(1.3) 
(1.4) 
µ = percentage (to express operation and maintenance costs as a 
part of the installation cost) 
E = percentage (to express salvage value as a part of the instal-
l at ion cost). 
So, Equation (1.2) becomes: 
C = C + n (l+R)iu (n+l)u {l+a)j (n+l) (l+S)ku T 0 E C • + E µC 0 . - E EC0 k • i=l 0 (l+r) 1u j=l (l+r)J k=l (l+r) u 
Simplifying this expression, 
(n+l) ku 
E C e E 0 k=l 
where 
and 
Therefore, 
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[ n Pi u + µ ( n+ 1 ) u j ( n+ 1 ) k1 CT + c0 1 + 1_=E1 E y = E E e . . . ( 1. 5) j=l k=l 
Now, evaluating the summations, let 
n 
E piu = s 
i=l 
then 
S = u + 2u + 3u + + nu p p p • • • p , 
and 
+ (n+l)u • 
• • • p 
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Continuing this approach 
u u (n+l)u 
S - Sp = p - p 
s(l-pu) u P(n+l)u = p 
U{l- n+l) 
s = p p 
u 1 - p 
Although it can happen for a short period of time that p > 1, 
most of the time p must be <1 for a firm to survive. Therefore, it is 
assumed that: 
So, pn+l decreases in value when n increases; as a result, 
lim n+l p = 0 
Consequently, as n becomes large, 
and 
s = __,p._u_ 
u 1 - p 
n iu 
l: p = 
i=l u 1 - p 
Now, a similar approach will be used to simplify the following 
expression: 
(n+l)u. 
l: YJ 
j=l 
Let 
So 
or 
( n+l )u . 
I: yJ = s 
j=l 
+ ( n+l )u 
• • • y 
yus = Y2u + Y3u + Y4u + •.• + Y(n+2)u 
S u u (n+2)u 
-s y = y - y 
s(l-yu) = yu{l- n+2) 
u(l- n+2) 
s = y - y -
1 - Yu 
Making the same assumptions for y, as for p 
1 im yn+2 = 0 
n-i-00 
u 
s = _y.____ 
u ' 1 - y 
( n+l )u . u 
I: YJ = _y,___ 
j=l 1 - tu 
n+l 
Proceeding as above for r aku: 
k=l 
(n+l) u r 8ku = _e __ 
k=l 1 - au 
Therefore, Equation (1.5) can be expressed as: 
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CT = C f'i + Pu + µ Yu u - e; eu u\ . • • (1.6) 
0 \~ 1 - pu 1 - y 1 - e~ 
Now make: 
CT can then be expressed as 
(1. 7) 
Development of the Model For the Case of 
Linearly Increasing Demand 
Let T represent regular intervals of time at which the capacity 
is increased. The present cost for the first installation and subse-
quent substitutions is AC0 • After a period T, another augmentation to 
the capacity is made with cost A Ca, where Ca represents the first , 
installation cost of the facility installed T years after t=o. The 
net present value of this additional cost is: 
Then, for the first augmentation after the initial installation, the 
present cost at t=o, is: 
or 
Similarly, for the second augmentation (at t=2T) the present cost at 
t=o is: 
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Proceeding in the same manner for the third, fourth, etc., augmenta-
tions, the expression for the total cost at t=o, becomes: 
or 
Now, evaluating the summation: 
n h 
L: p :;: s 
i=l 
. • • + nT p 
PTS = 2T + 3T + 4T + + (n+l )T p p p . . • p 
T T (n+lh s-p s = p 
-
p 
S(l-pT) = T p - P(n+lh 
s = PT _ p(n+l) 
1 - PL 
Again, since: 
lim P(n+lh = 0 
PL 
s = ------- , and 
1 - PT 
' 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
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Assuming that the initial demand at t=o is d0 , and that the annual 
increment of demand is da; the total demand at t years, will be 
For this demand, the capacity will be increased at regular intervals 
of T years. Considering that the initial installation will handle a 
demand of d0 + daT and that the following expressions will handle a 
demand of daT at T intervals, C0 and Ca can be expressed as: 
c = K(d + d T) 
o o a 
where K is the cost of the elements of the facility that provide one 
unit of capacity. Therefore, Equation (2.2) becomes: 
CTo = A[ik(d + d T) + kd T PT ] • o a a 1 T 
- p 
(2.3) 
Now, for the case for which this model is going to be used, 
telephone cable expansion, it is possible to get an expression for the 
cost of cables by using regression analysis. Let 
where S0 and s1 are the parameters that identify each group of cables 
(primary or secondary cables). K would be expressed in dollars per 
unit of length. The number of pairs in a cable is represented by p. 
In this fashion, the cost for the period T can be written as: 
K(d + d T) = s + Sl(d + d T) 
o a o o a 
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For the following periods: 
K d L = s + Sid L a o a 
Equation (2.3) can now be written as: 
This last expression can be simplified as follows: 
Multiplying by S0 , 
Letting 
and substituting into the above expression, 
or 
(2.5) 
For a specific da' different values of L will result in different 
values for CTo" Therefore, the next step is to find which value of 
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minimizes Cro· 
= "so[iL[1 
0 l T 
-p 
(SO ) T S \BT+ T p lnp 
+ ~ d + ~ 1 n~ + p TT 1 a T + 1) 
\11 a ~ 1-p 1 + p ~ 
dC 
Setting d;o = 0, 
P\[1 /BB§ +) 
1-p \i 1 a "J 
Collecting tenns, 
so 
-d- = -
S1 a ( , 
1 + 1 
Again, letting 
(SO \ T 
T ~BT+ :J P lnp 
lnp] + __E__ 1 a = -1 
1-pT 1 - PT 
/ T \ 1 np ( p~ T + 1 l -T 
- p ') ~1 - p ) 
s 
0 - 0 
- S1 da 
and substituting into the above expression, the optimal value o* may be 
expressed as: 
1 o* = -----T, 
T 
P lnp 
T 1 - p 
* 
O* = ~~~.] - - T 1 - p PT ln P - T • • • (2.6) 
To complete the test for optimality, the sufficient condition 
2 d CTo 
2 >O 
d T 
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(2.7) 
was tested. It was found that for the common values of the parameters 
used in the telephone industry, Equation (2.7) holds. This completes 
the test for a local minimum. 
CHAPTER III 
POSTOPTIMALITY ANALYSES 
Calculation of Cable Cost Parameters 
The unit costs for telephone cables can be represented accurately 
by the parameters of the simple regression model 
k = B0 + s1 p , 
where B0 and B1 are the parameters by which a group of cables can be 
identified. The number of pairs in a cable is p. The number of dif-
ferent types of cables used in a primary and secondary cable telephone 
network can be large. For instance, in Mexico the common types used 
are shown in Table IV. For a description of these cables, see 
Appendix B. 
TABLE IV 
COMMON TYPES OF TELEPHONIC CABLES USED IN MEXICO 
FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY NETWORKS 
TAF(0.4) 10- 600 Ps 
TAF(0.5) 50- 600 Ps 
TAF(0.64) 50- 300 Ps 
TAF(0.9) 50- 300 Ps 
TAP(0.4) 10- 300 Ps 
TAP(0.4) 300-2400 Ps 
TAP(0.5) 150-1200 Ps 
TAP(0.64) 50- 300 Ps 
TAP{0.9) 50- 450 Ps 
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EKD(0.4) 50-600 Ps 
EKI(0.4) 10-100 Ps 
EKE(0.4) 10-100 Ps 
EKE(0.5)150-300 Ps 
ASP(0.4) 10-300 Ps 
ASP{0.5} 10-300 Ps 
ASP{0.64)10-300 Ps 
ASP(0.9) 10-100 Ps 
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Fortunately, to draw conclusions on the method proposed, it is not 
necessary to analyze each of those types; since 91% of the total amount 
of cable used is formed by types ASP(0.5) 10-300 Ps, TAP(0.4) 10-300 Ps, 
TAP(0.4) 300-2400 Ps, and TAP(0.5) 150-1200 Ps. Therefore, it was 
considered sufficient to analyze only these types. The regression 
analysis was performed using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS); 
obtaining the values shown in Table V. 
TABLE V 
PARAMETERS CALCULATED FOR THE COMMON TYPES OF CABLES USED IN 
MEXICO FOR PRIMARY AND SECONDARY TELEPHONE NETWORKS 
Type of Cable f30 S1 
ASP(0.4) 10- 300 Ps 22759.56 505.74 
TAP(0.4) 10- 300 Ps 48072.48 650.59 
TAP(0.4) 100-2400 Ps 52444.82 429.98 
TAP(0.5) 150-1200 Ps 44316.65 567.49 
Net Present Value (NPV) vs. Extent of Extension 
For Different Demand Values 
To attain the main objective of this research--develop a method-
ology to help in the decision making process of expanding the primary 
and secondary telephone cable networks--the first step was to analyze 
the behavior of Equation (2.5). This equation represents the net 
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present value (NPV) of the cash flow associated with the expansion of 
the cable networks to satisfy an annual demand of pairs. To accomplish 
this, the computer program, CURVES, listed in Table XVIII of Appendix G 
was designed. For a specified demand and a cable type, this program 
generates the net present values corresponding to different extents of 
extension values. A sample of the results produced by this program can 
be seen in Table VI. 
The results obtained from CURVES was used to construct Figure 6 
and Appendix C. These figures represent outcomes for secondary tele-
phone cables of the type ASP(0.4) 10-300 Ps. Using these figures, it 
is possible to detennine (for a specific demand and type of cable) how 
cost changes when the time between installations is varied. For 
instance, from Table VI and Figure 6, it can be seen that if the time 
between installations is too short, less than one year, the resulting 
net present value is high; but if T increases, the cost reduces up to a 
point where it reaches its minimum value. If T is further increased 
beyond the time that yields the minimum cost, then the cost begins to 
increase again. Therefore, these curves show a shape in which, with 
the exception of the time of the minimum cost, two values of T that will 
result in the same cost. This pennits setting upper and lower bounds 
around the optimal value and simplifies the sensitivity analysis of 
the cost when varying the time between augmentations. Curves for other 
common types of cables are shown in Appendix C. 
The lower and upper bounds are not symmetrical with respect to the 
minimum value T* than to the right. This suggests that for a pre-
established value over the minimum cost, the better planning policy 
would involve a longer time span rather than for a shorter one. That 
TABLE VI 
SAMPLE PAGE OF THE RESULTS GIVEN BY THE CURVES PROGRAM 
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Figure 6. Extent of Extension and Its Net Present Value For 
Secondary Telephone Cables of the Type ASP(0.4) 
10-300 Pairs 
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is, the cost is the same for extent of extensions of three and ten 
years, it may be better to plan the installation to last ten, and not 
three years. This concept is used and explained more fully in 
succeeding pages. 
Values of Demand and Corresponding Extent of 
Extension to Get the Minimum Net 
Present Value (NPV) 
Equation (2.6) relates the values of demand and time between 
installations which bear the minimum cost. This implies that if the 
annual demand (da) and the time (T) of the extent of extension are 
known, it is possible to know the capacity corresponding to this pair 
of values by using the equation: 
Capacity = da · T (3.1) 
To gain insight into two aspects: (1) to know what is the optimal 
extent of extension and its matching demand for cables in use, as well 
as for those not in current use; and (2) to have another way to prove 
that Equation (2.6) fulfills both the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for optimality, a program F(DA)F(TA), was designed to 
tabulate values of demand and time between installations. In this 
program, listed in Table XIX of Appendix G, the values F(DA) and F(TA) 
correspond with the left hand side and right hand side of Equation (2.6), 
respectively. 
By comparing values in Table VII with the optimal values presented 
in Figure 6 and in Figures 14-16 of Appendix C, it was possible to 
compare the optimal values from two sources: From the program CURVES 
TABLE VII 
EXAMPLE OF PRODUCT GIVEN BY THE F(DA)F(TA) PROGRAM 
~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~---..~~~~---
CALCULATION OF RELATIONS BEfWEEN CA, FIDAI, FITAJ1 T JI ANC CAPACITY 
DATA "CONUJ>EREC F:H~HIS-Rim:-::toSLOLOY-LTAL.::.:.s o;-uoo._, rnn-~UCN- ~· 11.1000· --------------
TAP CD.41 10-300 PAIRS. BETA ZERO : 48072.50 BETA ONE I 650.60 
--------------- ------ --------· 
-oA- ----Fl DA 1--F CTA I rr--cAPACt T DA- f rDAl F ff .Al u---cAP.\ClT'I' 
_o.os_--un. 79--,416.85-- 83.40_===-~-.1' • ::i_;3ir--~~9,.--,6.e,--=n· or===~2 • .9..1.::._ 
0.10 738 .90 738.48 71.25 1.13 • 1.35 5(..73 54.67 32.55 43.94 
- o.15==--492 .60--:= 492.30-==_64.39~-=.=-9.66~ " -1;40_== 52~ 1e-==:=s2. 75 ·--32 .1~---44.99.=_ 
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_o.35==_::211.11 --210.94-50.81---11. eo -,-_._60---46_.1s 46.15_ 30.5_8==-40.9~ 
. 
0.40 184. 72 164.65 48.87 19.55 • 1.65 44.78 44.78 30.24 49.90 
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o .60 123 .1s 123.0l 43. 01 2s. eo • l.85 39.94 39.89 28.96 53. 58 
o.&~-:=::::::113.6B_-=::-J1J.62====:41.91====-21.24 Ii90-3s.sg~5.s1 20.6~ ~--5~.sq_ 
O. 70 105.56 105.44 40.89 28.62 • 1.95 37.89 37.88 28.'tO 55.39 
- o .1s-=== 98 .52 ~= 9S.48==3c;.c;r----::_29. H " -2.oo-_.=-36.94 _____ 36.90 ==.2a .12 ===-56.25"~ 
O.dO 92.36 92.32 39.ll 31.29 * 2.05 36.04 36.0! 27.86 57.12. 
o.0s_.:.=-_ 86.93 .::=·.:: 8t.s1---=3e.21-==::.32.5& " 2.10.===35.19_===:;5.14--?J·60_-=..::._'St.97_ 
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1.10 67.17 61.12 3~.03 38.53 • 2.35 3l.4ft 31.42 Zb.44 62.1~ 
_I .15-===-64 .2s==-:_ 64.24.==....-:_-34.4?-J9.E_E-----• __ 2!~0-===~o. 1~-----,_0!15 --25 .2z:.==62.94 
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i_.25-=-=:-==.-_s9. n ==-- ~- --5c;.06 :=-_::_33. 47_-==---=- 11. ~3---==--= !=.=.-==:-..:.-=-2 ;so-- .._ ?CJ.:.5"0-----z9 .56-- ~~~J!~_-=.=....:::6_4.56::.. ~ 
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and from Equation (2.6). For example, in Table VII it can be seen 
that for a demand of one pair per year, the values of F(DA) and F(TA) 
are equal at TA = 36.23 years. This means that the optimal extent of 
extension for an annual demand of one pair, is 36.23 years. This 
result matches with the minimum value shown in the curve for one pair 
(1 Ps.) of Figure 6. Comparison shows conclusively that Equation (2.6) 
fulfills the necessary conditions for a minimum cost. Another use of 
this program is that it was used as a subroutine in several of the 
programs described later to calculate minimum costs. 
Policies of Expansion For Optimal and Suboptimal 
Net Present Value (NPV) For Different 
Demand Values 
After developing a simplified procedure to help in the decision 
making process regarding the primary and secondary cables capacity 
expansion problem, the next step was to perform a sensitivity analysis 
on the optimum, by varying the value of the extent of extension, T. As 
observed when describing the program CURVES for a value of demand and 
for a pre-established cost greater than the optimal, there are two 
values of T which give that cost. Using this basis, a program, PERCENT, 
was designed to perform the above mentioned sensitivity analysis. This 
program is listed in Table XX of Appendix G. Also, an example of the 
results of the program is shown in Table VIII. 
For a specific value of annual demand, the program PERCENT yields 
tables which allow the network designer to read the values of the 
extent of extnesion that give the optimal policy, as well as the 
corresponding values of time and capacity of cable for different 
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deviations from the optimal cost. In Table VIII the deviations con-
sidered were 2, 5, and 10%. These percents are arbitrary and are 
provided to the program as data. A 10% allowance over the minimum was 
chosen in this research to demonstrate the methodology proposed. 
Therefore, when looking for a way of providing the policy to follow for 
a threshold value of demand and a stated maximum deviation from the 
minimum cost, tables such as Table VIII can provide the solution sought. 
Nevertheless, for each type of cable the amount of tables generated 
for the most common range of values of demand is in the order of 15, so 
it was thought convenient to simplify the presentation of the results. 
This was achieved by building a nomogram that summarizes the values of 
those 15 or more tables into one figure. Nomograms for the four most 
commonly used types of cables in primary and secondary networks are 
shown in Figure 7 and Figures 17-19, Appendix D. 
Implemented in these nomograms is the relation of the gain of 
subscribers, the percentage of occupation planned, and the corresponding 
annual demand of pairs. The relation between gain, percentage of 
occupation and demand of pairs will be explained later in this thesis 
when analyzing the sensitivity of the percentage of occupation and its 
effect on cost. For the moment it can be considered as though the 
nomograms were formed only by the five right-most scales. 
As an example of the application of these nomograms, consider the 
case of having an annual demand of 25 pairs per year on a route of 
principal caller which must use cables of the type TAP(0.4). Twenty-
five will be the threshold value to enter on scales 11 demand 11 of 
Figure 7. As can be seen, the two scales 11 demand 11 are identical. They 
were constructed in this manner in order to provide an easy way of 
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reading the nomogram. So, by drawing a straight line between both 
11 demand 11 scales at the desired value of demand (in this example 25), 
one can read at the same time the optimal policy on the scale 11 optimal 
values 11 and the policies that will yield a deviation of 10% over the 
minimum cost on the 11 lower bound" and "upper bound" scales. The 
scales labeled "lower bound" and "upper bound" were named in this 
manner because they correspond to the bounds on the extent of the 
extensions that provide the guarantee that the minimum cost will not 
be exceeded by some pre-specified percentage. 
Getting back to the example, from Figure 7 it can be seen that 
for 25 pairs of demand, the optimal policy is to install a cable of 
305 pairs each 12.2 years. For policies that raise the minimum cost 
by 10%, one can also read on Figure 7 that the installation should 
correspond to 570 pairs each 27.8 years or 154 pairs each 6.1 years, 
for the upper and lower bound, respectively. However, when making a 
decision the network designer would round the theoretical to practical 
values. For instance, the designer would choose 300, 600, and 150 
pairs for the optimal, upper bound, and lower bound, respectively. For 
practicality, the error resulting from rounding is not significant. 
This can easily be proved by using the results given by the program 
CURVES or directly by evaluating the increase in cost from Figure 7. 
If the policy given for the finn is to accept at most a deviation 
of the 10% over the minimum value, then the designer might choose an 
expansion plan involving a cable of 600 pairs. As will be explained 
later, there are other reasons to support the selection of the policy 
given by the upper bound over the selection of the policy given by the 
lower bound. 
Net Present Value vs. Extent of Extension 
For Each Cable 
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An important aspect of telephone cable capacity planning is linked 
to the question of how related are ~he extent of extension using a 
specific cable and the associated net present value. That is, what is 
the cost of the policy of installing a specified cable every T years. 
Equations (2.5) and (3.1) provide the means to analyze this relation. 
For this purpose, a computer program CABLES, listed in Table XXI, 
Appendix G, was designed. The product of this program are tables, such 
as Table IX. In these tables, it is possible to read the net present 
value of the series of costs associated with expanding the capacity of 
the telephone cable netowrks, using cables of the type and capacity 
indicated in the heading of the table. 
Figures 8 and 20-22, Appendix E, were constructed using the values 
obtained from the program CABLES. In these figures it can be seen that 
for small values of T, the cost is high. Also, when T increases, the 
present value decreases rapidly and then trends asymptotically to a 
final value. The information gained from the analysis of the relation 
between T and the net present value of expanding the network allowed 
the calculation of the range of demands associated with an increment in 
cost over the minimum. This concept is explained later when describing 
the program BOUNDS. 
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Perhaps the uncertainty of demdnd is the factor that contributes 
most significantly to making capacity expansion a very difficult 
problem. If the future additional capacity needs were known with 
certainty, the network planner could simply apply an optimal policy 
like that dictated by Equation (2.6). Unfortunately, this is not the 
case in a real situation. In reality only an estimate of demand is 
known; therefore, there will be an error or an unknown deviation. 
At the moment of decision making, it would be very convenient for 
the network designer to be able to evaluate what would be the cost of 
protecting a desired deviation from the original estimation. After the 
decision is made, the cost of installation becomes a burden cost, and 
the question to answer is what will be the real cost of this policy if 
the real demand differs from the original estimate. 
To answer this question, two possible cases must be analyzed: 
(1) the real demand result was smaller than estimated, and (2) the 
demand was greater than estimated. In the first case, the implication 
is that the cable will last longer than planned and a penalty cost 
will be paid as opportunity cost. In the second case, the cable will 
last a shorter time than planned, so the cost will be increased. As 
can be seen in Figures 8 and 20-22 in Appendix E, as T becomes smaller 
the cost increases. It is clear that the worst situation is that in 
which the real result was greater than expected, since this implies 
the installation of another cable. This is not the case when the real 
result was a smaller demand, since the cable will last longer, and it 
will not be necessary to install another cable. Both cases are 
undesirable, but the network designer must be more concerned with the 
case in which the result was greater than projected. 
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To evaluate this situation, a program, BOUND, was designed. The 
logic of this program is: Given a threshold value of demand, to attain 
the optimal policy a correspondent optimal cable is selected, then 
given a pre-specified maximum deviation from the minimum cost, the 
matching demand for that cost over the minimum is calculated. In a 
graphical way this corresponds in Figure 9 of going from point 1 to 
point 2 to point 3, and finally to points 4 and 5. In other words, for 
the example shown in Figure 9, the procedure is as follows: For a 
demand of 10 pairs per year it is detennined (using Equation (2.6)) 
that the optimal policy is to install every 14.9 years, a cable of 
150 pairs which will produce a minimum cost, c1*, of 231.7 x 103 
monetary units. But since the firm is willing to accept a deviation of 
10% over the minimum, then it can be acceptable to incur a cost of 
1.1 x C0* or 254.1 x 103 monetary units, which corresponds to using a 
cable of 150 pairs and incurring an annual demand of 11.4 pairs per 
year. In other words, the cable will last 13.l years and not the 14.9 
years originally calculated. 
The program BOUND is listed in Table XXII in Appendix G. Table X 
is an example of output from this program. The result provided by this 
program gives a way of calculating the range of demand values to 
guarantee that when installing a specific cable the maximum deviation 
from the minimum cost will be a pre-accepted percentage. For instance, 
from Table X it can be seen that for a cable of 100 pairs and a maximum 
allowed deviation from the minimum cost of 5%, the demand does not have 
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to exceed 5.66 pairs per year. From Table X it can also be seen that 
the optimal cost will be obtained if the annual demand is for 5.2 pairs 
per year. That is, the cost for this example will be between the 
optimum and a cost that is 5% greater, provided that the demand is 
5.2 $ da $ 5.66. In the following pages an approach will be presented 
to evaluate the net present value associated with protecting a desired 
level of uncertainty in the demand. 
CHAPTER IV 
STOCHASTIC NATURE OF THE DEMAND AND ITS 
EFFECTS ON POLICIES OF 1EXPANSION 
A general consensus of the people involved in capacity expansion 
planning is that the level of success in this activity depends mairly 
on the completeness of the information available at the time of making 
a decision regarding how to invest the resources available for 
expanding the capacity of a plant. As mentioned previously, the infor-
mation related to the future needs of additional capacity is believed to 
be the most difficult to obtain, due to its stochastic nature. It is so 
difficult to handle this aspect that the usual procedure followed for 
most of the researchers working with capacity expansion is to assume 
that demand is detenninistic. 
Since it is not possible with the present capabilities of analysis 
to predict with certainty the outcome of future events, at least it is 
desirable to evaluate the cost of protecting certain levels of that 
outcome. That is, in terms of this research, it would be desirable to 
quantify the cost of providing a capability in the telephone network 
such that only a pre-established percent of the new subscribers will not 
be provided with service because of lack of enough capacity. This 
aspect is carefully considered by most management of telephone systems, 
and it is customary that a great amount of resources are applied to 
obtain the best information possible regarding future needs. 
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Nevertheless, it is common that most post mortem analyses display 
discouraging results when comparing what was constructed based on those 
predictions with what was the real outcome. In the following two 
sections, a proposal will be presented on how to evaluate the cost of 
protecting a desired level of uncertainty in the demand. 
Analysis of the Estimated ~nd the Resulting 
Real Demand 
The usual procedure followed by most administrations of telephone 
companies is to delegate the function of forecasting the demand to a 
specialized group of people, generally in the area of commercial duties. 
These forecasted needs are then given to the technical people for their 
use in the planning and construction of additions to the telephone 
plant. In Mexico, this is the procedure followed, and data gathered 
from Mexico was used to present the approach described in this thesis. 
The analysis procedure was to first identify the way in which the 
predictions were made, and second to analyze what was the real outcome. 
So, data was collected on how many times an increment of one, two, 
three, etc., new subscribers were predicted. The histogram in 
Figure 10 depicts this information. Similarly, the histograms of 
Figures 23-27 shown in Appendix I, were constructed for the real 
increment of new subscribers. With these histograms, the next step was 
to visualize the shape of the distribution of the predictions and the 
real outcomes. It was hypothesized that both predicted and real demands 
of the data follow a normal distribution. This was confirmed by using 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test-of-good-fitness implemented in the 
Statistical Analysis System (SAS). Figure 11 was drawn to visually 
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depict these results. Table XI shows the parameters calculated for 
these distributions. 
TABLE XI 
PARAMETERS OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF ESTIMATED AND REAL 
ANNUAL GAIN OF NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
Distribution for Mean Std. Deviation ].l a 
Estimated gain 11.18 5.38 
Real gain when one new 
subscriber was estimated 0.11 4.69 
Real gain when five new 
subscribers were estimated 4.71 10.15 
Real gain when ten new 
subscribers were estimated 5.82 10.60 
Real gain when fifteen new 
subscribers were estimated 9.04 10.08 
Real gain when twenty new 
subscribers were estimated 11. 94 11.68 
Cost Associated With a Policy of Expansion to 
Provide Protection For a Desired Level 
of Uncertainty on the Resulting 
Real Demand 
Once the distributions of the estimated and real demand were 
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identified, the next step consisted in linking these results with the 
cost of different policies of expansion to protect a desired level of 
the possible real outcomes. Since at this point of the research, it 
was known how to evaluate optimal and suboptimal policies and assoc-
iated costs, a program UNCERT (listed in Table XXIII of Appendix G) 
was designed to calculate costs associated with different values of 
uncertainty. 
The logic followed in the program UNCERT was to first calculate 
for the threshold demand--in this case, the predicted value--the 
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minimum cost associated with that threshold value of demand. In this 
program, the optimal cost for the threshold demand was CMIN. The 
following step consisted of calculating for every integer value in the 
distribution of the assumed real outcomes, the correspondent optimal 
cost, which was RCMIN, for that value of demand. Next the program 
calculated the percent that RCMIN attained over the minimum CMIN. Also, 
since the distribution of the outcomes were known, the level of 
uncertainty matching each value in the distribution was calculated and 
included as part of the result. The resulting product of this program 
is shown in Table XII. 
It is pertinent to mention here a comment on the shape of the 
distribution of the demands estimated and their associate real outcomes. 
The conclusion is that even though it is known that the demand on 
telephone service is discrete in value, the error of considering the 
distribution as continuous is not significant. The author strongly 
believes in this fact and agrees with Naddor [32] that in cases like 
the one treated in this research, the shape and nature of discreteness 
of the random variable will not alter drastically the conclusions of 
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the results. As Naddor [32] proved, the values of importance are the 
values of the mean and the variance-of the distributions. 
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CHAPTER V 
AN OVERVIEW OF THE EFFECT OF CHANGE IN 
TECHNOLOGY OVER THE POLICY OF 
CAPACITY EXPANSION OF 
PRIMARY AND SECONDARY 
TELEPHONE CABLES 
The action of making predictions of future events like the fore-
casting of the effects of technological change of primary and secondary 
telephone network, is not and probably never will be an exact science. 
However, the utilization of some present techniques raises the oppor-
tunity of improving the reliability in this forecasting activity. 
The most common mathematical model for forecasting technological 
substitution considers the case where a new product or technology 
replaces the old product over a period of time. The form in which this 
process of substitution is generally characterized is by a slow initial 
rise followed by a more rapid growth up to a point in which the rate of 
growth decreases as it approaches a value of saturation. The first to 
point out this pattern of growth were Raymond Pearl and Reed [33] in 
1924, when observing some biological phenomena. They represented this 
growth by the S-shaped curve (see Figure 12) now known as the Pearl or 
logistic curve. 
Pearl and Reed's observations led them to postulate the logistics 
growth law: 
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dN = kN ~ - ~ ) dt \J M (5.1) 
where k is constant, M is the upper bound on population, N is the 
number of individuals at a certain point of time, and 1 - ~ represents 
the action of environmental resistance. That is, as N trends to M, the 
growth rate approaches zero. The assertion that the shape of substi-
tution tends to follow the Pearl curve has been supported by numerous 
empirical evidence. For instance, see Sharif and Kabir [39], Blackman 
[3], and others in the journal Technological Forecasting and Social 
Change. 
f 0.$ 
TIME 
Figure 12. Pearl or Logistic 
Curve 
Fisher and Pry [18], using the Pearl curve as a model for under-
lying the substitution of technology, transformed Equation (5.1) into 
the form: 
df dt = kf (l - f), (5.2) 
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where f is the fraction of the market captured by the new product, t is 
the time, and k is a constant defined as the annual growth rate of the 
fractional market share of the new product during the first few years 
of substitution (obtained from historical data). If t 0 denotes the 
time at which the fractional substitution reaches midpoint, then, 
f = 0.5. Integrating Equation (5.2), the logistic curve Equation (5.3) 
is obtained: 
1 
1 _ f = exp k (t - t 0 ) (5.3) 
Equation (5.3) represented on semilog paper has a linear form as can be 
seen in Figure 13. With this background, it is reasonable to state as 
an hypothesis that the substitution of the multipair telephone cable by 
another technology will follow the model used by Fisher and Pry. At 
present the new technology that may replace the multipair cable is 
optical fibers which permits sending of a large number of circuits using 
a single fiber. 
10 
-
-I 
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....... I 0 
-
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TIN! 
Figure 13. General Form of the 
Fisher and Pry Sub-
sti tu ti on Model 
Function 
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From the experience documented in the literature regarding the 
transition from one technology, the slope of the curve before the first 
inflection point is rather flat. This reflects the fact that during 
the initial years, the new technology must overcome the lack of knowl-
edge, resistance of consumers, sustain contract arrangements based on 
the old technology, overcome high cost due to small production, and 
resolve problems of developing, installing, testing, and learning to 
use the new product. In the latter phases of the substitution, the 
change increases as the product becomes accepted, economies of scale 
are achieved, and the learning period comes to an end. This process 
usually takes a longer period of time in places where resources are 
more limited, as in the case of developing countries like Mexico. 
The usage of optical fibers was proposed some 40 years ago. At 
the present time this technology still has serious practical problems. 
At the moment, they are being tested in trunk circuits between urban 
telephone exchanges. This is because this new technology requires 
sophisticated equipment at the transmission and reception points and 
telephone exchange buildings provide good protection for such equipment. 
In addition, telephone exchanges are places where a large amount of 
circuits start and/or end. This is not the case in primary or secondary 
networks where one of the transmission/reception points is the telephone 
exchange and the other side of the circuit is formed by thousands of 
transmitters/receivers; that is, the telephone set itself. 
For these reasons, the author of this thesis believes that it will 
take some time for this technology to take over the primary and 
secondary cables. Another reason to support this thinking is that in 
primary and secondary networks the number of branches and their 
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tree-like configuration will require solving the problem of making this 
multiseparation of circuits in each branch. The probelm of separating 
circuits on a branch complicates the change of technology due to the 
usual constant requirements of the tree configuration as a normal 
activity in the expanding process. Experience in changes of technology 
in telephone networks has shown that this change is more difficult when 
dealing with multipair telephone cables. This can be supported by 
historical cases of digital transmission using existing cables and the 
use of coaxial cables. The concepts of these new technologies--digital 
transmission and coaxial cables--began conceptually at the beginning of 
the century, and even now are not in common usage in primary and 
secondary cables. These two new technologies are struggling to capture 
the long distance and trunk networks. 
Even though the conditions are "unfavorable" for a rapid change 
in the technology used in primary and secondary networks, we should 
continuously observe technological advances in optical transmission or 
any other new technology. This observation will allow us to be prepared 
and to make the appropriate adjustments in the decision making process 
concerning capacity expansion in primary and secondary cables. In this 
research, this progress was observed by building a good record of the 
progress of these possible changes. This was done by plotting on 
semilogarithmic paper points in time and their corresponding penetration 
of the new technology into the market of primary and secondary networks. 
Then, using some method like that described by the model of Fisher and 
Pry, calculate the span of time, t 0 - t. When the optimal time of 
extension (determined by the methodology proposed in this thesis) is 
greater than t 0 - t, it is time to make a detailed analysis and see if 
installing cables which will last less than the time calculated as 
optimal is justified. 
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A final observation regarding change of technology in multipair 
cables pertains to the case of a small annual demand. In this case the 
augmentations must last longer; conversely, for greater demands, the 
extent of extension must be shorter. This observation suggests that for 
small demands the change of technology apparently must take place first 
in networks with cables of small capacities. Paradoxically it is in 
this part of the network where the arrangements due to normal expansion 
process are more frequent, a fact that will cause a greater reluctance 
to making changes. On the other hand, for larger demands, the cables 
have a greater capacity and their optimal extent of extension must last 
a shorter time, so it seems that changes in new technology may take 
place first in primary rather than in secondary cables. 
CHAPTER VI 
EFFECT OF INFLATION ON OPTIMAL POLICY 
Inflation is a major concern in any financial adventure, and its 
influence must be analyzed carefully to avoid consequences which may be 
catastrophic from the economic point of view. In the present case of 
planning the capacity expansion of the telephone plant, this is true and 
for that reason an analysis of the influence of inflation on the optimal 
policy was thought to be appropriate to include in this thesis. Conse-
quently, a program called INFLA listed in Table XXIV of Appendix G was 
designed and used to perform sensitivity analyses condidering inflation. 
The logic of INFLA is to first calculate for a given value of p 
[p = (1 + R)/(l + r)] the correspondent optimal cost C*. This term 
will be used as a basis to compare values of C, and C* will also be 
used to compare the various values of C. INFLA was used to study the 
effect of changing (all other parameters kept constant) on the optimal 
cost. By varying the value of the ratio p below and above a fixed 
threshold p*, for which, using Equation (2.6), its correspondent C* was 
calculated. 
A summary of results taken from tables like Table XIII, which is 
an example of the product generated by INFLA, is presented in Table XIV. 
As can be observed from Table XIV, by varying p the cost presents two 
kinds of behavior. To discuss these results, define: 
p(-) < p* < p(+) ' 
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TABLE XIV 
SUMMARY OF A SAMPLE OF RESULTS GENERATED WITH PROGRAM INFLA 
Deviations From the Minimum Cost, For the Threshold Values 
of p* and Capacity Cables Shown When Varying p 
12* = 0.9483 12* = 0.7000 12* ::: 0.4000 
p 10 Ps. 100 Ps. 10 Ps. 100 Ps. 10 Ps. 100 Ps. 
0.1000 -64.3 -76.4 -3.4 -36.0 -3.4 -30.8 
0.2000 -64.3 -76.4 -3.4 -36.4 -3.1 -23.3 
0.3000 -64.3 -76.4 -3.4 -33.9 -2.3 -13.4 
0.4000 
-64.3 -76.4 -3.4 -31.0 0.0 0.0 
0.5000 -64.3 -76.4 -3.3 -25.8 4.7 18.9 
0.6000 -64.3 -76.4 -2.6 -17.7 13.9 47.5 
0.7000 -64.3 -76.3 0.0 0.0 32.0 95.3 
0.8000 -64.0 -75.8 10.0 35.7 72.4 191.3 
0.8500 -62.5 -74.0 24.0 73.4 115.9 289.9 
0.9000 -53.7 -64.7 60.1 151.2 213.8 506.3 
0.9350 -26.6 -33.9 138.2 324.6 410.7 331.2 
0.9500 4.9 6.6 223.1 503.1 620.9 1384.4 
0.9600 45.9 64.5 332.9 733.8 892.6 1970.6 
0.9700 128.4 192.2 556.4 1205.2 1447.4 3169.9 
0.9800 345.2 563.0 1153.6 2474.1 2939.2 6406.2 
0.9850 631.2 1086.8 1949.9 4177 .9 4940.4 10760.3 
0.9900 1411.1 2591. 9 4138.3 8890.0 10470.4 22823.1 
0.9920 2178.0 4120.8 6300.3 13565.3 15954.2 34805.4 
0.9950 5416.2 10764.0 15464.4 33460.4 39278.1 85849.4 
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where p* is a fixed value of p for which an optimal cost C* is calcu-
lated using Equation (2.6). From Table XIV it can be seen that below 
p*, C* is improved. That is, the cost corresponding to a value of p(-) 
is lower than C*, the 11 optimal. 11 When p(-) decreases from p*, the 
differential savings in cost first decreases a relatively small per-
centage below C*; after which, it remains practically constant. It can 
be observed that beyond a value of p(-) no further savings are obtained. 
On the other hand, when p+ goes above p*, the value of C* increases 
sharply. The marginal cost for values of p(+), as Table XIII shows, 
grows very rapidly. The behavior described has the same form for 
calculation made for cables of different capacities but the effect of 
P* on C* is more significant for cables of larger capacities. All this 
suggests that when dealing with financial investments in capacity 
expansion of primary and secondary cables, the aspect that must be 
observed carefully is to avoid letting p grow beyond p*, especially when 
planning the installation of cables of large capacities. 
The influence of inflation, as incorporated in the model presented 
here, is linked with the cost of capital. That is, p is not only con-
trolled by the value of the inflation but also by the cost of the 
capital. In the complex economic system in which a telephone company 
is involved, it is known that all the relations among the components 
of the economic system are governed by interactions which must be 
respected. Failing to do so, may cause serious trouble to the firm. 
One consequence is that the firm must be prepared to react 
accordingly to the variations in inflation. If the inflation raises, 
the cost of capital must be also set accordingly to a value which 
guarantees no deterioration of the well being of the company. Table XV 
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was constructed as an easy reference to visualize how changes for 
different rates of inflation and costs of capital. The term p can be 
considered as the percentage that the amount (1 + inflation rate) is 
of the amount (1 +cost of capital) so program INFLA can be used by 
the company to set a policy for the ~alue of p. In other words, if the 
company detects an increase in inflation, the cost of capital can be 
changed accordingly to maintain the value of p. 
On the other hand, if the inflation rate decreases, the value of 
p will decrease; consequently, the company will experience an improve-
ment in its financial situation. Of course this ~s valid for all 
industries. It is easily understood that if the rate of inflation is 
low, everybody benefits. The utilization of program INFLA can be a good 
source of information to help in the re-evaluation of the cost of 
capital each time inflation changes. Also, it may be used to perform 
simulations in order to generate in advance possible courses of action 
for different variations of inflation and cost of capital. 
CHAPTER VII 
SENSITIVITY OF OPTIMAL POLICY ON THE CHANGE 
OF THE PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPATION OF 
THE PLANNED CAPACITY 
The policy relating to the percentage of occupation of the tele-
phone network is another important concern of the administration of 
telephone systems. Occupation is the percentage of the telephone net-
work that is utilized to provide telephone service. The percentage that 
is not utilized for regular service is reserved for emergencies, 
substitution of faulty circuits, repairs, etc. Therefore, if in a 
secondary network the policy is to have a 70% occupation, this means 
that on the average seven out of each ten secondary pairs will be used 
to connect telephone services and the remaining three pairs will be 
used for the items mentioned above. This area of telephone network 
planning is open for research because not much has been done in this 
respect. To study occupation in a telephone network is not easy, since 
in addition to the items just mentioned, aspects like the type of 
configuration of the network, the stochastic nature of the demand, the 
change of technology, the risk of having lack of network, etc., must 
also be considered. However, it is useful to incorporate in this 
research as an extension of the methodology presented a way of evalu-
ating how the cost is altered by changing from one occupation policy to 
a different one. In this regard, a program, OCCUPA, listed in 
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Table XXV of Appendix G was designed. 
Program OCCUPA generates the percentages that the cost is 
increased by going from an occupation policy of (A)% to an occupation 
policy of (B)%. The logic behind program OCCUPA is: For a gain 
threshold value and a percentage [(A) or (B)] of occupation, calculate 
the correspondent demand. This is calculated simply by using the 
relation: 
Gain of new subscribers 
Amount of pairs demanded = Percentage of occupation 
Then for this amount of pairs, the correspondent minimum cost is calcu-
lated. In this fashion, calculations are performed for all of the gain 
and (A)% and (B)% values provided to the program as data. The next 
step consists of calculating the relative values of one minimum cost 
(associated with a specific percentage of occupation) with respect to 
the other minimum costs. Finally, the results of all those comparisons 
are presented in tables like Table XVI. 
After running program OCCUPA several times and analyzing the 
results, a summary of selected values was constructed. This summary 
is presented in Table XVII. By observing the values in this table, it 
can be seen that regardless of the gain of subscribers, if an (A)% 
occupation policy is changed to a (B)% occupation policy where (A)%< (B)%, 
the cost is improved. On the contrary, if (A)% > (B)%, then the cost is 
increased. This is easily understood, since if the new policy adopted 
is to increase the percentage of occupation, this implies a small amount 
of pairs are required; consequently, a smaller cost is incurred. On the 
other hand, if the percentage of occupation is reduced, then the amount 
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TABLE XVII 
SELECTED VALUES FROM TABLE XVI GENERATED BY PROGRAM OCCUPA 
Percent that the cost is increased by going from an occupation policy of (A)% to an occupation 
policy of (B)% for different values of gain of new subscribers. 
Gain = 0.5 Gain = 10.0 Gain = 20.0 Gain = 30.0 
(B)% (B)% (B)% (B)% 
(A)% 0.60 0.70 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.90 0.60 0.70 0.90 
--
0.50 -5.60 -9.76 -15.58 -12.51 -21.64 -34.14 -13.57 -23.43 -36.84 -14.08 -24.28 -38.12 
0.60 0.00 -4.41 -10.58 0.00 -10.43 -24.72 0.00 -11.40 -26.92 0.00 -11.87 -27.98 
0.65 2.41 -2 .10 -8.42 5.92 -5.13 -20.26 6.52 -5.63 -22.16 6.81 -5.87 -23.07 
o. 70 4.61 0.00 -6.45 11.65 0.00 -15.95 12.87 0.00 -17.52 13.47 0.00 -18. 28 
0.72 5.44 0.79 -5.71 13.89 2.00 -14.26 15.37 2.21 -15.69 16.09 2.31 -17.38 
0.74 6.24 1.56 -4.99 16.10 3.98 -12.60 17.84 4.40 -13.88 18. 70 4.61 -14.51 
0.76 7.02 2.30 -4.30 18.28 5.94 -10. 96 20.29 6.58 -12.09 21.29 6.89 -12.65 
0.78 7.70 3.02 -3.63 20.43 7.87 -9.34 22. 72 8.73 -10.32 23.85 9.15 -10 .80 
0.80 8.50 3.71 -2.98 22.56 9. 77 -7.73 25.12 10.86 -8.56 26.40 11.39 -8.96 
0.85 10.22 5.36 -1.43 27. 77 14.44 -3.81 31.04 16.10 -4.23 32.68 16.93 -4.44 
0.90 11.83 6.90 0.00 32.83 18.97 0.00 36.84 21.23 0.00 38.84 22.36 0.00 00 
........ 
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of pairs demanded is greater, implying a larger cost. 
Using tables like Table XVI, it is possible to evaluate exactly 
the change in cost that a change in policy will generate for a specific 
gain and specific (A) and (B) percentages of occupation. At any rate, 
from Table XVII the following rule of thumb can be deduced: 11 The 
difference between the cost of a policy of occupation of (A)% and the 
cost of a policy of occupation of (8)% will be approximately the value 
of the difference of (A)% - (8)%. 11 Of course, this is only a rough 
value. The exact value can be obtained by using program OCCUPA. 
Another way of drawing conclusions on how the change of the 
percent of occupation affects the capacity expansion policy is by using 
the three first columns of the nomograms shown in Figure 7, and Figures 
17 to 19. These figures allow the network designer to determine varying 
the percentage of occupation and the demand of pairs affects the extent 
of extension. Also, it is possible to evaluate the effects on the 
minimum cost of various demands and percentages of occupation. 
CHAPTER VI II 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Summary 
Investments in capacity expansion have both a theoretical and 
practical side, and are of interest to managers, engineers, operation 
researchers, politicians, economists, etc. Therefore, it is possible 
to find applications in a wide range of fields. The problem of capacity 
expansion arises when the capacity of some facility must be augmented in 
an "optimal" way with the objective of satisfying demand for such a 
facility. The telephone industry is one of the many which confronts the 
problem of capacity expansion. Here, a telephone network is designed to 
provide the means of interconnecting elements that transmit and receive 
information from the users of the system. The needs for telephone 
service are positively correlated with the number of users, and since 
the number of users increases with time, the telephone system must also 
increase its capacity with the passage of time in order to be able to 
provide the solicited service. This requires making successive invest-
ments and it is not always simple to determine what is the best 
procedure. 
From the literature it can be learned that there have been several 
serious attempts to handle this problem using different approaches. In 
the telephone industry, the problem of capacity expansion embraces 
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several items, each one of those parts even though highly linked with 
the other, has its own problems and characteristics. Consequently, the 
solution to one part may not be suitable for another. This has been 
supported by experience which suggests that the solution found for one 
part of the network, for example, long distance trunks, has not been 
applied successfully in the exterior cables plant. The external part 
of the telephone plant is formed by primary and secondary cables, cables 
that run in a tree-like form from the telephone exchange building to the 
telephone set. This 11 tree 11 is generally composed of numerous branches, 
thousands in a typical telephone exchange area; consequently, most of 
the techniques applied with good results to telephone exchanges, long-
haul systems and even trunk cables between exchanges, are not adequated 
for primary or secondary cables. Most of these inadequacies are of a 
practical nature rather than theoretical. That is, it is not always 
economically feasible to apply a dynamic programming algorithm to all 
the branches forming the primary and secondary networks. These 
inadequacies are more dominant in developing countries. 
In most countries, the solution given for the capacity expansion 
problem of primary and secondary cables is to state a fixed number of 
years that an extension of this type of cables must last. For example, 
in Mexico, the plans for expansion in primary and secondary cables are 
for three and five years, respectively. However, due to several years of 
experience and from some 11 post mortem 11 calculations, it is believed that 
these policies must be restudied, because in some cases the cost 
actually paid is several times higher than the optimum. Since it is 
common to talk in the telephone industry of annual investments in the 
order of thousands of millions of units of money, the impact of a good 
or bad decision regarding capacity expansion may be also in the order 
of thousands of millions of units of money. 
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The main aim of the present research was to develop a methodology 
for determining in a simplified manner the economical policies of 
expansion for primary and secondary cables without the routine use of 
a computer. Other objectives were to incorporate into the analysis 
aspects like inflation, stochastic aspect of the demand, change of 
technology, and percentage of occupation; aspects that have been 
considered very little or not at all in previous works. 
The research started with the introduction of some of the termi-
nology used in the telephone industry. Next, it proceeded with a brief 
description of a typical telephone network, describing the types of 
switching systems, the structure of the facilities network, and the 
telephone expansion process and its problems. After this, the back-
ground of the study was presented by first discussing the general 
problem of capacity expansion, followed by an exposition of some of the 
fields in which capacity expansion planning has been studied, the 
diverse assumption considered in the literature, the computational 
tools used in the literature, and the different methods/techniques that 
have been used to approach a solution for the capacity expansion problem 
in the telephone industry. Next, the research goals and specific 
objectives for this research were explained; the priorities set for 
those objectives were also discussed. 
Chapter II develops the basis of the methodology used, starting 
with a description of the formulation of a mathematical model for the 
case of installing capacity to satisfy one-time demand. Then a model 
for the case of linearally increasing demand was presented, and later 
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he relation between the demand and the time between augmentations that 
yield the minimum cost was presented. Next, since the methodology 
developed is to be implemented in Mexico, where support for this 
research was provided, estimates of the cables cost parameter were made 
using linear regression and real data from Mexico. After this, a 
computer program, CURVES, was explained. This program generates a set 
of values that relate specified values of demand to the net present 
value of various extent of extension values. Also, output from the 
program CURVES was used to draw a set of figures to illustrate how the 
net present value and the extent of extension are related. 
A program, F(DA)F(TA), was explained which tabulates series of 
values that relate demand and time between installations. This program 
was designed to gain insight into two aspects: (1) to know what is the 
optimal extent of extension and its matching demand for cables in use as 
well as for those not in use; and (2) to have another way to prove the 
necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality. 
The next step was to design a computer program, PERCENT, which was 
used to perform sensitivity analysis on the optimum solution by varying 
the extent of extension. Results obtained from PERCENT were used to 
develop nomograms, which satisfy the main objective of this research. 
Implemented in these nomograms is the relation of the gain of sub-
scribers, the percentage of occupation planned, the corresponding annual 
demand of pairs, and the optimal and suboptimal policies. 
The following step was to analyze how the net present value 
associated with a specific cable is affected by varying the extent of 
extension. A program, CABLES, was designed and used to answer this 
question. From the results obtained, a set of figures were constructed 
corresponding to the types of cables most commonly used. 
Next, a procedure was developed for detennining demand values 
which result in a net present value which is at most a pre-specified 
percent over the minimum. In doing this, a computer program, BOUND, 
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was designed. The results proviaed by this program give a way of 
calculating the range of demand values which guarantee that when 
installing a specific cable, the maximum deviation from the minimum cost 
will be a preaccepted percentage. 
After which, the stochastic nature of demand and its affect on 
policies of expansion was studied. An analysis of the estimated and 
the observed real demand was performed. The probability distributions 
of these demands were identified. A figure was constructed to present 
in one glance how the estimated and the real demands behave. 
Once the distributions of the estimated and real demand were 
identified, the next step consisted of linking these results with the 
cost of different policies of expansion in order to protect a desired 
level of the possible real outcomes. This was attained by designing a 
program, UNCERT, which calculates for a detennined probability distri-
bution of demand, the cost resulting for different values of uncertainty. 
Next, an overview of the effect of change in technology over the 
policy of capacity expansion of primary and secondary telephone cables, 
was discussed. A proposal on how this problem can be handled is also 
presented. 
Later, the effect of inflation on optimal policies was discussed. 
For that purpose, a program called INFLA was designed and used to 
perform sensitivity analyses of an inflation related parameter. Results 
of such analyses are presented in tabular fonn, and the behavior of the 
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variation was discussed. 
Finally, an analysis of the sensitivity of the optimal policy on 
the change of the percentage of occupation of the planned capacity was 
performed. In doing so, a program, OCCUPA, was designed. Results of 
this analyses were presented in tabular form. The program OCCUPA 
facilitates the calculation of the cost that is incurred from going 
from an occupation policy of (A)% to an occupation policy of (B)%. 
Conclusions 
From the results obtained, the following findings can be identified: 
(1) Equation (2.5) states that the economic extent of extension 
is independent of the constant A. This implies that the 
optimal policy for a specified type of cable remains the same 
regardless of the value of the 
a) salvage value of the facility that is replaced, 
h) useful life of the plant installed, 
c) operation costs, 
d) maintenance costs, and 
e) increment in the value of the recovered material. 
(2) For a specified value of demand, the shape of the relation-
ship between the extent of extension and its net present 
value is, in general, very flat around the optimal values. 
Therefore, if an optimal policy is planned, it is possible 
to vary significantly the length of the extent of extensions 
without altering drastically the increment in the minimum 
cost. This can be easily confirmed by looking at the nomo-
grams in Figures 7, and 17-19. 
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(3) By looking at Figures 6 and 14-16 it can be concluded that 
the length of the extent of extension (for the particular 
case of Mexico) should be changed because time periods of 
three and five years do not represent the optimal policy for 
installing primary and secondary cables. 
(4) By applying the policies given in the nomograms shown in 
Figures 6 and 14-16 the length of the extension does not have 
to be a fixed number of years. Because, using these nomo-
grams, it is possible to optimally plan the extent of 
extension for each branch. 
(5) It is possible to evaluate the cost of protecting different 
levels of uncertainty in demand without changing the current 
procedure of detennining demand; that is, without taking 
away this activity from the personnel that currently have this 
duty. Estimates made by different persons will also have 
errors. 
(6) The effect of inflation on the optimal policy is not signifi-
cant provided that any change experienced in the rate of 
inflation is followed by a suitable change in the cost of 
capital. Therefore, management should try to keep unaltered 
the value of the ratio: 
1 + rate of inflation 
P = 1 + cost of capital 
The value of p should never be allowed to increase, because, 
if the value of p is increased, costs to the firm are 
sharply increased. 
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(7) The optimal policy is not very sensitive to different 
percentages of occupation. A rule of thumb in this respect 
can be stated as 11 the difference between the cost of a policy 
of occupation of an (A)% and the cost of a policy of 
occupation of (B)% will have approximately the value of the 
difference of (A)% - (B)%. 11 
Recommendations 
Two kinds of recommendations can be made: general recommendations 
for any telephone company administration and recommendations for the 
Mexican telephone company. 
General recommendations are: 
(1) Construct nomograms as those shown in Figures 7 and 17-19 
to provide simplified aids to the network designer for 
planning primary and secondary networks. 
(2) Use the conclusions obtained in the section related to the 
study of inflation and its effects on the optimal policy for 
establishing the cost of capital. 
(3) Perform research relating to the change of technology and its 
implications on the telephone cable networks. 
Recommendations to the Mexican telephone company, in addition to 
the general recommendations mentioned above, are: 
(1) Use the methodology presented in this research to revise the 
way of planning the capacity extension of primary and 
secondary cable networks. It has been shown that the current 
way of planning these networks can be significantly improved 
and the savings achieved may be very significant. 
(2) Test this hypothesis by choosing areas of service as 
similar as possible. Use these areas to experiment and get 
the results of the effects of two "treatments": (1) to 
continue using the current policy (base treatment), and 
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(2) to change to the 11 new 11 policy dictated by this research. 
This will provide the scienfific basis for acceptance or 
rejection of the proposed methodology. 
It is evident to the author that great improvement can be made by 
eliminating from the current use, cables of small capacity--10, 20, and 
30 pairs. Also, it can be concluded from observing the nomograms in· 
Figures 7 and 17-19, that the optimal extent of extension for small 
cables is fairly large. For example, in the type of cable (AS)(0.4), 
10-300 pairs) most often used in secondary networks, the optimal demand 
for a cable of 10 pairs is less than 0.2 pairs per year, and the optimal 
extent of extension is greater than 50 years. Similarly, for a cable 
of 20 pairs, the demand is approximately 0.5 pairs per year and 40 years 
for the extent of extension. For a cable of 30 pairs, the optimal 
demand is less than one pair per year and the extent of extension is 
approximately 30 years. These values are for the optimal policy; 
however, if a small deviation from the optimal is allowed, these values 
become even greater. This suggests that installation of small capac-
ities is inappropriate; since, when making estimations into the future, 
longer planning horizons result in greater uncertainty in those 
predictions. Consequently, the probability of installing another small 
cable before its optimal time is very high. Therefore, this will force 
the continual repeating of the payment for lack of economies of scale. 
If the recommendations stated here are followed, it is implied 
that the extent of extension policy will be increased. The action of 
making additions last longer will result in significant related 
savings, such as the following: 
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(1) Subdivision of existing areas will be less necessary; 
therefore, the records and administrative efforts associated 
with the subdivision of an area will be reduced significantly. 
(2) If the cables to be installed are of larger capacity, a 
better utilization of the underground conducts will be 
achieved. 
(3) A lesser number of trips per unit of time will be required 
to do to the same place for studying and installing capacity 
additions. 
(4) By having a network with cables of larger capacities, the 
total maintenance and operation costs will be reduced. 
(5) The methodology proposed allows working with ranges of values 
as estimates of demands. This provides flexibility to the 
people charged with furnishing these estimations. They can 
supply their estimations as ranges rather than fixed amounts. 
(6) By eliminating the use of cables of small capacities, the 
stock of different cables is reduced; consequently, the 
problems associated with carrying and controlling the 
inventory and fabrication of telephone cables will be reduced. 
A possible area for future research would be the study of demand 
distributions in addition to the normal, which was investigated in this 
research. Another area might be the development of models representing 
the transition from small time periods between capacity augmentation to 
long time periods. These models might involve some multiobjective 
optimization techniques because many factors would need to be con-
sidered, such as new labor needs and new equipment requirements. 
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APPENDIX A 
CALCULATION OF THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF 
PRINCIPAL AND SECONDARY CABLES TO BE 
ANALYZED IN AN AVERAGE SIZE 
TELEPHONE EXCHANGE AREA 
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From the 65 telephone exchange areas in Mexico City we have: 
Exchange Lines in 1981 Exchange Lines in 1981 
AP 20,000 PO 34,000 
AG 20,000 PC 12,000 
AR 10,000 pp 12,000 
AT 16,000 QU 18,000 
AZ 16,000 RO 40,000 
BA 20,000 RA 12,000 
BO 8,000 SB 18 ,000 
CA 22,000 SA 20,000 
CP 13,000 SJ 15,000 
co 18,000 SC 16,000 
CH 18,000 SF 5,000 
CI 30,000 SM 20,000 
cu 22,000 RS 14,000 
DO 28,000 SR 18,000 
EA 8,000 ST 26,000 
EC 20,000 so 14,000 
ES 8,000 TA 20,000 
GU 24,000 TY 35,000 
HI 28,000 TE 14,000 
IX 38,000 TL 16,000 
LA 18,000 TP 16,000 
LI 18,000 TC 22,000 
MA 38,000 UR 21,000 
MG 15,000 VA 25,000 
ML 18 ,000 VL 22,000 
ME 12,000 VR 15,000 
MI 18,000 VI 40,000 
MC 26,000 VE 18,000 
MO 34,000 XO 12,000 
NA 20,000 ZA 20,000 
NE 22,000 zo 20,000 
PD 14,000 
PE 28,000 TOTAL 1,308,000 
PI 30,000 
If each district has approximately 200 lines, then in an exchange 
area there are 
1,308,000 x ~1~ = 100.61 = 100 districts/exchange. 65 200 
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To connect 100 districts to the telephone exchange building it is 
usually required to have 200 branches; therefore, there are in 
Mexico City 
200 x 65 = 13,000 branches of principal cables. 
On the other hand, each district has approximately 350 secondary pairs, 
so to its district cabinet approximately 40 branches are required. 
Consequently, in a telephone exchange area there are 
40 x 100 = 4,000 branches/exchange 
or, in Mexico City 
4,000 x 65 = 260,000 branches of secondary cables 
or a total of 
13,000 + 260,000 = 273,000 branches. 
Since Mexico City has approximately 30% of the total number of lines, 
the result for the whole country is 
273 ,ooo x 100 = 910,000 branches. 30 
APPENDIX B 
DESCRIPTION OF THE TELEPHONIC CABLES 
USED IN MEXICO 
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Description of the telephonic cables used in Mexico: 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 
TAF Cable fonned by pairs of copper wires insulated individually 
with paper. On the set of pairs, there is a pipe made of 
lead, which is covered by a layer of jute, two layers of 
soft steel, and finally another layer of jute impregnated 
with adhesive. 
Wages: 0.40 mm¢ (26 AWG) 
0.50 mm ¢ (24 AWG) 
0.64 mm ¢ (22 AWG) 
0.91 mm ¢ (19 AWG) 
Common Capacities: From 10 to 600 pairs (10-600Ps.). 
TAP Cable formed by pairs of copper wires insulated individually 
with paper. On the set of pairs there is a pipe made of 
lead, which in turn is covered by a layer of black, high 
density, flame retardant polyethylene. 
Wages: 0.40 mm ¢ (26 AWG) 
0.50 mm ¢ (24 AWG) 
0.64 mm ¢ (22 AWG) 
0.91 mm ¢ (19 AWG) 
Common Capacities: From 10 to 2400 pairs (10-2400Ps.). 
EKD Cable formed by pairs of copper wires insulated individually 
with colored, semirigid polyvinil (PVC). On the set of pairs 
there is an identification ribbon, a paper layer, and a 
pipe made of lead. 
Wages: 0.40 mm¢ (26 AWG) 
Common Capacities: From 50 to 600 pairs (50-600Ps.). 
EK! Cable formed by pairs of copper wires insulated individually 
with colored, semirigid polyvinil (PVC). On the set of pairs 
there is an identification ribbon and a cover of brown, 
thermoplastic vi nil. 
Wages: 0.4 mm ¢ {26 AWG) 
Corrunon Capacities: From 10 to 100 pairs (10-lOOPs.). 
EKE Cable formed by pairs of copper wires insulated individually 
with colored, semirigid polyvinil (PVC). On the set of 
pairs there is a hygroscopic ribbon and a cover of black, 
high density, flame retardant polyethylene. 
TYPE DESCRIPTION 
EKE (Continued) 
Wages: 0.4 mm~ (26 AWG) 
0.5 mm ~ (24 AWG) 
Common Capac1ties: From 10 to 300 pairs (10-lOOPs.). 
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ASP Same as EKE with the exception that the outer layer contains 
also a steel cable to support the weight of the cable once 
the cable is installed. 
Wages: 0.4 mm~ (26 AWG) 
0.5 mm ~ (24 AWG) 
0.64 mm ~ (22 AWG) 
0.91 mm ~ (19 AWG) 
Common Capacities: From 10 to 300 pairs (10-300Ps.). 
APPENDIX C 
FIGURES FOR EXTENT OF EXTENSION AND ITS 
NET PRESENT VALUE FOR CABLE TYPES: 
TAP(0.4) 10- 300 PAIRS 
TAP(0.4) 100-2400 PAIRS 
TAP(0.5) 150-1200 PAIRS 
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APPENDIX D 
NOMOGRAMS FOR EXTENT OF EXTENSION, AS A FUNCTION 
OF THE ANNUAL INCREMENT OF SUBSCRIBERS (GAIN), 
THE PERCENTAGE OF OCCUPATION AND THE ANNUAL 
DEMAND OF PAIRS CORRESPONDENT, WHICH GIVES 
THE OPTIMAL POLICY OF EXTENSION, AND 
VARIATIONS WHICH INCREMENT THE 
MINIMUM COST IN 10%, FOR 
CABLE TYPES: 
ASP(0.4) 10- 300 PAIRS 
TAP(0.4) 10- 300 PAIRS 
TAP(0.5) 150-1200 PAIRS 
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APPENDIX E 
FIGURES FOR NET PRESENT VALUE VS. TIME 
BETWEEN INSTALLATIONS OF CABLE TYPES: 
ASP(0.4) 10- 300 PAIRS 
TAP(0.4) 10- 300 PAIRS 
TAP(0.5) 150-1200 PAIRS 
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Figure 20. Net Present Value (NPV) vs. Time Between Installations 
of Secondary Cables of the Type ASP(0.4) 10-300 
Pairs 
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Figure 21. Net Present Value (NPV) vs. Time Between Installations 
of Secondary Cables of the Type TAP(0.4) 10-300 
Pairs 
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Figure 22. Net Present Value (NPV) vs. Time Between Installations 
of Primary Cables of the Type TAP(0.5) 150-1200 
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APPENDIX F 
HISTOGRAMS OF THE REAL VALUES OF DEMAND 
WHEN THE ESTIMATED DEMAND WAS OF: 
1 NEW SUBSCRIBER 
5 NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
10 NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
15 NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
20 NEW SUBSCRIBERS 
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APPENDIX G 
FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTINGS 
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c 
TABLE XVIII 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM CURVES 
USED TO CALCULATE THE NET PRESENT VALUE 
VS. EXTENT OF EXTENSIONS FOR DIFFERENT 
DEMAND VALUES 
•••...•.............................................•....... , ....... . 
I I 
I 
FOhTRAN ::.JURCl Ll:'>TlN<• Of TllE PRO .. AH CUhVtS U:>lD TO CALCULATE 
T'!E r.ET PR[ lNT VALUE vs. l\1ENf o~ lXHN::.1011::. FOR D!HlktNT 
1 DlHANo ~ALU~S. • 
I I 
I 
•......... ,., ...•.•...... ~··········································· 
DI~r 1;:; 'OH DA(JO), RESl•l ( ~5, lQ), F(jO) 
,Nlb .. !..' l\<.c,P,'H"1,) 
RlAL l~flA,INTER,HANTf ,MA1R(175,2),L~MDA 
C READ lrl NAHE CF 1HE CABLE 
c 
READ(,,l)(TYPE(I),I:l,/) 
1 FORHA1 (/Aq) 
c 
C READ DATA ABOUT THE E\ONOMY 
c 
c 
READ(5,2) INFLA,INTlR,AUMAR 
2 FORHAT(3~10.2) 
c CALCULAlION OF RHO AND GAMA FOR TriIS nPc OF CABLE 
c 
c 
RHO:(l +IhFLA)/(1 +IhTER) 
GAHA=(l.+AUMAR)/(1 +INUR) 
C READ DATA RELATED TO THE TYPF OF CABLE 
c 
-0 READ(5,3l NUHDE 
3 FORltAT(I2) 
PAGE:O 
IF(NUMDE)1000,1000,50 
50 READ(,,q) LIFE,VALRE,MAllTE,BETAO,BETA1 
q FORHAT(I5,QF10,2) 
c 
C CALCULATION OF LAHDA FOR THIS TYPE OF CADLE 
c 
c 
X:((1.+HANTE) 1 RH0•1 LIFE)/(1 -RHO*'LIFE) 
Y:(VALRE'GAMA'*LIFE)/(1 -GAHA1 *LIFE) 
LAHDA=l+X-Y 
C READ DlMANDS TO BE CONSIDERED IN TrilS RUN 
c 
c 
READ(,,5)(DA(l),I:1,NUMDE) 
5 FORMAT(16F5.1) 
C CALCULATION OF f (L) FOR DEl!ANDS PROVIDED 
c 
DO 300 1:1,NUMDE 
300 f(l):(BETAO/BETAl)/DA(I) 
c 
C BEGlNNihG OF THE CALCULATION FOR lACH DEMAND 
c 
DO 500 L:1,NUKDE 
DO 110 K•l ,30 
TA•Y 
TA=TA/10, 
HATR CK, l):TA 
S:(RH0 1 •TA)/(1.-RHO''TA) 
COST=LAMDA1 (BETAO+BETA1'DACLl'(TA+S'(F(L)+TA))) 
C0~1=r.OST/1000, 
MATfl(K,2):COST 
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TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
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c 
110 CON1INUl 
N=30 
DO 111 K=31,120 
N:N+2 
TA=N 
TA=TA/10 
MATR CK, 1) =TA 
S:(Hl!0' 1TA)/(1 -HH0• 1 1A) 
C03T=LIHDA"(BfTAO+BETA1 1 DA(L)'(TA+51 (F(L)+1A))) 
CO~T=C031I1000. 
HA1R(K,2):COST 
111 co·n INUE 
N=210 
DO 112 K:121,160 
ti~th5 
ThN 
TA:TA/10. 
HATR(~, l):TA 
S=<RHo••r~J/(1 -~itc»•rAl 
CO~T=LAHDA 1 (BETAO+BETA1'DA(L)'(TA+S 1 (F(L)+TA))) 
COST:COST/1000 
MATR(K,2):COST 
112 CO~TINUE 
N=41 
DO 113 K=161, 165 
N:N+1 
TA=N 
HATR(K, 1)=TA 
S:(Rh0"1A)/(1 -RHJHTA) 
COST:LAMDA'(BETAG+BETA1'DA(L)*(TA+S'(F(L)+TA))) 
COST:COST/1000 
HATR(K,2):COST 
113 CO~TINUE 
N:46 
DO 114 K:166, 170 
N=N+2 
TA:N 
MATR(K, 1)=TA 
S:(RHO*'TA)/(1 -RHO''lA) 
COST:LAMDA'(BFTAO+BETAl'DA(L)'(TA+S*(F(L)+TA))) 
COST:COST/1000, 
MATRIK ,2):COST 
114 CONTINUE 
N=50 
DO 115K=171,175 
N=N+10 
TA=N 
HATR(K, 1):1A 
S:(RH011 1A)/(l -RH0' 1 TA) 
CIJST=LAMDA < (DE 'AO+BfTA 1 *DA (L)' (1 A+S* ( F(L )+TA))) 
COST:co:,111000 
MATR(K,2):COST 
115 CONTINUE 
C FORMATION O~ HAlRIX OF RESULTS 
c 
DO 220 !:1 ,25 
RESUL(I, 1)=llATR(I,1) 
PE5UL(I,?l=MATq(I,?) 
RESUL(l,3)=HAitt((I+?5),1) 
NESUL(I ,4 )=l'ATH( (I •25) ,?) 
RESUL(l,~J=MA1R((I+50),1) 
llESUL(I ,6)-t:AJ ,( (l+~O) ,2) 
RESUL(l,l)=hAT•((l+75),1) 
RES UL(!, f, l-f'ATk ( ( ! + 15) ,2) 
RESVL(l ,<,1of'A1 P ( ( !+100), l) 
R~SuL(I, nJ)oMf,Tll ( ( [ >100) ,2) 
hf.SUL (I, 11) = 111 R ('I+ 125 J, 1) 
RE.>UL(I,12)=1 MR((., •?5),?) 
RESUI (I, 1 j):M/,TR( C!+ 153), 1) 
R~SVL(l,14)oMATH((l+150),2) 
220 CUNT It;U~ 
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TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
c 
t PRINT RESULTS FOR THE Dl:.HA~D ANALYZED. 
c 
c 
PAGl:.:PAC.F+l 
WRJTH6,2C) 
WR!TE(6,21) PAC.~ 
WhF! (6,22) 
WRIH.(b ,21) (TYPI:. (I), Id, 7) 
WRITE(b,24) DA(L) 
WRITF(6,25) INTER,MANlF 
WRITl:.(6,261 INFLA,AuMAR 
WRlfE(6,27) 
DO 325 P:l ,25 
WGITE(6,28)(RESULIP,I),1:1,14) 
325 co·.1 rnuE 
500 CONTil1UE 
C GO BAC~ TO READ AND PROCESS ANOTHER TYPE OF CABLE 
c 
GO TO 40 
20 FORMAT(' 1 ',' ',/) 
21 FORMAT(' ',115.<,'PAGE ',I2) 
22 FOkMAT(4X,'NET PRESENT VALUE OF ThE Sl:.RIE OF COSTS ASSOCIATED WITH 
1 EXPANDING THE CAPACITY OF THE TELEPHCNE CABLl:.S "ET\./ORK') 
23 FORMAT(~X.'WITH CABLES Of THE TYPE ',7All,', AT DIFFERENT TAU INT 
lERVJ<LS OF TIPE 'I) 
2~ FO:lMl.T(4X, .... h?V rs IN Tl'OUSANDS, t'ONn rs IN 1981 VALUF Ill 
1 CALCULATIONS MADE FOR AN ANNUAL DEllA' D OF ',F6 2,' PAIRS 
2'//) 
25 FORMAT(4X. 'VA! UE or TPE fARAHETERS CONSIDERED FOR THIS RUii COST 
lOF CAPITAL ',F6 2,' , MAINTENANCE ',F6 2) 
26 FORHAT(60X, 'INFLATION ',F6 2,' , DEFLATION ',F6 2/) 
27 FORMAT(5X, 7( 'TAU !IPV ')I) 
2E fORHAT(3X,7(F5 1,1X,F7.0,3X)/) 
100J STOP 
EhD 
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TABLE XIX 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM (F(DA)F(TA) 
USED TO CALCULATE THE VALUES OF DEMAND AND 
CORRESPONDENT EXTENT OF EXTENSION TO OBTAIN 
THE MINIMUM NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV) 
c 
•••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lltftlflllllllllllllllllltl 
• • 
• 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTI~G OF THE PROGRAM F(DA)~(TA) USED TO 
CALCULATE THE VALUE:. OF DEMA 1<D AND WRRl:.St'OflDcNT EHENT OF 
EXTENSION TO OllTAill THE MINIMUM NET PRE::.c•ff VALUI:. (NPV) 
DIMEUSIOtt RE~UL (35,10) 
IRTEGl:.H PaCE,1ITlE(40),0 
REAl INFL/,, ltlTER 
C RCAtl DAU ON ECONOHJC SITUATION 
c 
c 
RI Ar' (~ 1 11 INFL11,U1ld1 
1 f0\'IAI 12f 10,4) 
C RHD PARA'll:.Hh~ FOR Tll!O- G'ulJP OF CA!'LES lll:.1A ZlRO AND BET~ 01<1:. 
c 
c 
R'AD(),?) DfTAO,BE1A1 
< fORMAT f2FiJ c) 
C REA•l TYPE OF CABLE AND GPCUP Or CABLES TO WHICH 
C THIS PARAMETFRS COhhE~PJ~D 
c 
c 
RlAD (5,3) (TITLE(I),I:l, 10) 
3 FORHAT(10M) 
c CALCULATION ~ND r~ITIALIZATlON OF CO~STA~rs TO USE IN THJS fiUN. 
c 
MAXCA=300, 
Rh0:(1 <IN'LA)/(l •INT~R) 
A= 1 .I ALOG ( fil!v) 
DHTAT = 0 02 
DELDE = 0 05 
DELTD : 0,05 
TA=100 
PAGE=O 
DA=O 
c 
C CALCULA TIOtlS f OR OllE PAGE 
c 
500 PAGl = PAGE + 1 
c 
C CALCULATION OF THE LEFT HAND SIDE OF THE OPTIMAL EXPRE~JOH 
c 
c 
D\l 100 K=1 ,25 
DA = DA + D~LDE 
c CAL(,ULAllON 0' CO! UhNS ONE TO FIVE or MA1RIX RESUL 
c 
c 
RESUL (K, 1) =DA 
fDA:DETAO I (BfTA1 I DA) 
R~SUL(J(,2):FDA 
C CALCULATION O~ FTA 
c 
KK='J 
220 ~K=KK+l 
TA=T~-DELTAT 
S:(P.H011TA)/(1 -RHO*'TA) 
FTA=(-A/S)-TA 
IF(ffA-FDA)222,222,223 
223 TF(KK-3000)220,220,301 
222 RESUL (K,3)=FTA 
RESUL (K,4)=TA 
RESUL (K,5):DA•TA 
TA=TA+4 1 DELTAT 
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(, 
C CALCULATION OF COLUMNS SIX TO TE~ OF MATRIX RESUL 
c 
c 
DAD : DA + 25 I DFLDE 
FESULCK,6):DAD 
FDA:BETAO/(B~TA1 1 DAD) 
RESUL (K,7l=FDA 
KK=O 
lAIJ = TA + 4 • DELTAT 
j20 KK=KK+1 
TAD=TAD-D!I TAT 
S:(PllOll1AD)/( 1,-RHQHTAD) 
FTA=C-A/~)-1A!J 
IFCHA-rnr, )322, J22, j2j 
323 ff(l'K-jOOO)J?O,j20,302 
32£ Rf:O.Ul. CK,8l-FfA 
RFW!. 0..,9)•TAD 
Rl5UL CY,10):DAD1 TAD 
100 CONTINUf 
C PRINT H~U .T::. 
c 
WR11EC6,~l PAGE 
4 F\lhl'AT l 1 11 ,1l2X,'PAGE 1 ,I4) 
1'R11f(6 ,5) 
5 Hlh~'A1 ('u',21X, 1CALCULATION OF RELATIOll:O. RET.l~EN DA, F(DA), fCTA) 
1, 1A A~D CAPACITY') 
WRITE(6,6) IllTER,INFLA 
6 FOR~AT ('O',bA,'DATA CON~IDFR~D FOR THIS RUN COST OF CAPITAL 
1,F84,', INFLATION ',F84l 
WhlTE (6,7)(TIT!.E(0),0:1,10),BETAO,BFTA1 
7 FORMAT ('0',6X,10A4,10>.,' BETA ZERO, ',f11.2, 1 BETA O~E ',F"11, 
12/) 
oRITL(6,8) 
a ronMATC •o •,ax, 'DA• ,ax, 'FCDAl • ,6x, 'FCTAl •, 1x, 'TA• ,6X, 1c1PAC1n ', 18 
1x. 1DA 1 .ax. 'FCDAl •. 1x. • FCTAl • ,6x. 'TA• ,6x, •CAPACITY • l 
\/RITE(6 ,9) 
9 FORMAT( I I. 132X) 
DO 110 1:1,25 
WRITE(6,10)(RESU!.(I,Jl, J:l,10) 
10 FCRMAT('0',5X,F7 2,4X,F7 2,4X,F7 2,4X,F7 .!,4X,F7 2,sx, 1 • 1 ,8X,F7 2, 
14X,f7 2,4X,F7 2,4X,F7.2,4X,F7 2) 
110 CO~TINUE 
c 
C IF l.l~T PAGE DID NOT CONTAINED RESULTS FOR 
C AT LEAST 20 MORE PAIRS, IllCRHSF DELTAT 
c 
c 
DIFF = RESUL(25,10) - RESU!.(1,5) 
If(DIFF.LT.20) DELOE = DlLDE + DELTD 
C CHEC~ FOR 1ERMINATION ••••• 
C If THE LAST VALUE IN !.AST COLUMN WAS GREATER THAN MAXCA + 100, STOP. 
c 
IF(RESUL(25,10) GE (MAXCA + 100,)) GO TO 1000 
c 
C INCRlMENT LAST TA IN ORDER TO HAVE A HIGHER POillT WHERE TO START 
C THE SEARCH FOR THE RHS IN Ttll CALCULATIONS FOR NEX1 PAGE 
c 
TA = TA + 4 1 DELTAT 
DA = DAD 
GO TO 500 
301 WRITE(6, 11) 
11 f0RMAT('1',5X, 1IT IS REQUIRED TO INCREISE JHl LIMIT OF KK, IN COL. 
1 11 ) 
302 WRITE(6, 12) 
12 FORMAT('1',5X,'IT IS REQUIRED TO INCREASE THF LIMIT OF KK, IN CO!. 
1 2') 
1000 STOP 
EhD 
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TABLE XX 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM 
PERCENT USED TO PROVIDE POLICIES OF 
EXPANSION FOR OPTIMAL AND SUBOPTIMAL 
NET PRESENT VALUE (NPV) FOR 
DIFFERENT DEMAND VALUES 
lll•lllllllllflllllllllllAllllllllllllllllltl•ttlttlfflltlllltlll(lll 
FOP1 RAN SOURCE l JS TING OF THE PROGRAM PERCEllT USr D TO PROVIDr 
POLIC !ES OF EXPAllSION l OR OPTIMAL A'ID '>UDOPTJHAL NET PRE!;ENT 
VALUF (NPV) f0R DIFFEREN1 D~MAND VALUES 
llillf N::.JON DA ( 25) , Pi:R (3) , PEhC ( 3), RES UL ( 2~, 16), RES(25) 
IN1lGlR TYFE(1),PAvE 
RrAL lLflA,INTER,MANlr,lAMDA 
C READ THE NAME Of THE CABL' 
c 
READ(5, 1) (lYPE(I) ,I: 1, 7) 
1 FOhHAT(7A4) 
c 
C READ DATA ABOUT THE ECONOMY 
c 
c 
READ(5,2) INFLA,INTER,AUHAR 
2 FORHAT(3f 10 2) 
C READ DATA RELATED TO TllE TYPE OF CABLE 
c 
c 
READ(5,J) LIFE,VALRE,MttNTE,BETAO,BETA1 
3 FORHAT(I5,4F10 2) 
C READ NEXT THREE PERCENTACE VALUES DESIRED TO CONSIDER OVER THE 
C MINIMUM COST 
c 
c 
READ(5,5)(PER(l),I=1,3) 
5 FORHAT(3Fb 2) 
C CALCULATION OF RHO, GAMA AND LAMDA FOR THIS TYPE 01 CABLE 
c 
c 
RH0:(1 +INFLA)/(1 +INTER) 
GAMA:(1 +AUMAR)/(1.+HlifR) 
X:((1 +~ANTE) 1RPO**LlfE)/(1 -RHO''LIFE) 
Y: (VAL RE 1 GAMA'*LIFE) /( 1 ,-GAMAllLIH) 
LAMDA:1+X-Y 
C INITIALIZATION o~ PARAMETERS 
c 
c 
TA:lOO, 
A:1./ALOG(RHO) 
PAGE:O 
DELHT = 0 02 
DELTR=0.4 
DELRI=DELTR 
DELTL=O 02 
DLEFT:DE.LTL 
TEST=500. 
C READ THE NEXT 25 DIFFERENT VALUES OF DEMAND Tu USE IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
55 READ(5,4)(DA(I),I=1,25) 
4 FOR~A1(1JF6 1) 
C CHECK IF NO HORE DATft RFHAIN1 
c 
IF(DA(1) LE 0 ) GO TO 1000 
c 
C CALCULATIOll O• OPTIMAL VALUE~ fOR THE DEMANDS PROVIDED 
c 
D050L=1,25 
RESUL(L,l):DA(L) 
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~ 
C CALCULATION OF UIS IN OPTIMAL EXPRESION 
c 
fDA:BETAO/(liETAl 1 DA(L)J 
c 
C CALCULATIOl1 O~ OPTIMAL VALUf., (COLUMNS 2,3 AIW 4 0F MATRIX RESUL) 
c 
K~=O 
51 u·.,,.1 
TA=TA-Dcl TAT 
<'::(fl ~J* 1 1A)1(1 -Rtlu 1 fi1A) 
f1A= (-V~ )-TA 
lr(rTA-FDAJ52,52,53 
53 IF(K>,-JCJO)~l,51,301 
52 Rl~UL(L,2)=TA 
RlSID (L,3)=DA(Ll"TA 
FL=(bETAO/BFTAl)/DA(l) 
RCS(L) =LAllDA' (BETAO+b~TA 1 •DA(L) t (TA+S' (FL+TA))) 
RESUL(L,4):RlS(L)/1000. 
50 CONTINUE 
c 
C CALCULAfE COLUMNS 5 TO lb OF MATRIX RESUL 
c 
c 
DO 59 L=l ,25 
TAULE=RlSUL(L,2) 
TAURI:qESUL(L,2) 
FL=(bETAO/BETA1)/DA(L) 
DO 60 I=1 ,3 
COSTI:(1 +PER(I)) 1 RES(L) 
C CALCULATION FOR BEFORE-OPTIMAL VALUES 
c 
c 
61 TAULl=TAULE-DELTL 
lF(TAULE Ll 0 ) GO TO 998 
SLEFT:(RH0* 1 TAULE)/(1 -RH0 1 'TAULE) 
CLEFT:LAMDA 1 (8ETAO+BFTA1'DA(L)'(TAULE+SLlFT1 (FL+TAULE))) 
IF(CLlff-COSTIJ61,52,6? 
62 lF((CLEFT-CDSTI) GT 1EST) GO TO 101 
RESUL(L,1+4 1 I)=1AULE 
RESUL(L,2.4 1 I)=TAULE • DA(L) 
DELTL=DLEFT 
C CALCULATION FOR AFTER-OPTIMAL VALUlS 
c 
65 TAURI=TAURI + DELRI 
c 
C TEST If THE TIME IS GREATER THAN 150 YEARS 
c 
c 
IF(TAURI GT 999 ) GO TO 999 
SRIGH=(RH0 1 'TAURI)/(1 -~H0 1 "TAURI) 
CRIGl'=LAllDA 1 ( BETAO+BFTA 11 DA (L) • (TAURI+SRIGH* ( FL+TAURI))) 
lF(CRI~H-COSTI)b5,66,66 
66 Il'((CRIGll-W3TI) GT TEST) GO TO 102 
RESUL(L,1+4•IJ=TAURI 
RESUL(L,4+4*Il=TAURI*DA(L) 
DELRI=D!.LTR 
60 CONTINUE 
59 CONTINUE 
C PRINT RESULTS FOR TllIS SET OF PERCENTAGES AND DEMANDS 
c 
PAGE=PAGE+l 
WRITEl6 10) PAGE 
10 FORMAT I' 1', 1 23v, 'PAGE ',I2) 
WRITl(6, 11) 
11 FORMAT(' ',3X, 'VALUES OF TAU (INFERIOR AND SUPERIOR) AND THEIR COR 
lRESPONDcNT CAPACITY FOR A NPV') 
WhITE(6, 12JCTYP!.(IJ ,!=1 ,I) 
12 FORMAT(' ',3X, 'GRl:.ATff TllAN THE OPTIMAL, IN DIFFERENT P!.HCFN1AG!.S 
1, rDR fHE GROUP OF CAbLI'> ', 7Aq//) 
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TABLE XX (Continued) 
WHITf(6, 1 .J) 
13 FOHMAT(' ',31) ,'+-------------------------------------------------
1--------- ------------------------------------+') 
WhITE(6, 1~) 
15 hJIP~AT\ 1 1 ,sx, 1 •• 1 CU 11T IN THOU~ANf'l!J 1 •• 1 ,1X,'+',lOX, 1 C(\,RfSP0NDl:.N 
1T VALUl ~ FO~ A DfVJA1 !ON H,'H Tiir OPJIH,.L CO!>f, Ot 
2 ,.. , ) 
\,RJH(6, 16) 
16 F Jh 'IAf (' ' , ' +--------+----------------------+-------------· --- ---
1-----------+-------------------------------~ ----------------------
2---------+') 
DO 30 I= 1, 3 
30 PEqC'l)=?cR1Il • 100 
Wf1JTE(6, 17)(P RC(I),1:1,3) 
17 FOR~~AT(' ',' + 0 P T I M A L +' ,3(6X,F5 1,' PERCE 
1NTAGE +')) 
WR;TE(6, 1E) 
18 FOrlMAT(' ',' +ANNUAL+----------------------+---------------+----
1-----------+---------------+---------------+---------------+------
2---------+') 
WRITE(6, 19) 
19 FORllAT(' ',' + DEf'AND + TAU CAP. COS' -1 "'LC.FT 
l~HT CAP + TLEFT CAP + TRIGHT CAP + TLEF1 
2T CAP. + ') 
WRJ1F(6,20) 
CAP + TRI 
CAP + TRIGH 
20 FORMAT(' ',' +--------+----------------------+---------------+----1-----------+---------------+---------------+---------------+------
2--------+ ' ) 
DO 26 K=1 ,25 
WRITE{6 ,?1) 
21 FORMAT l ' ' , ' + 
1 
2 +') 
WRITE(6,22)(PESUL{K,J),J:1,16) 
22 FORJ.1AT(' ',' + ',FS 1,' I 1 ,F5 2,f8 1,F(.1,' : 1 ,6(F6.2,F8 1,' : 1 > 
1) 
26 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,~0) 
C GO BACK TO RE.AD ;;EXT SET OF DEMANDS 
c 
c 
c 
GO TO 55 
C REDUCE DEL TL TO GET BETTER A!'PROXIMA7ION fOR 1 HF DIFFERENCE CLEH-COS1 
101 TAULE:11UJE,DELTL 
Df:.LTL=u~LTL•o 5 
GO 10 61 
102 TAURI:TAURI-DEl~I 
DELRI=DELHI'O 5 
GO TO 65 
301 WHIJHG,23l 
23 fORMAT('1',3Y,'!1 IS REQIJTP'~ 1'0 HICPEA:;E T'C f,JM1,FR Or ITEkAf!OiL 
1 ( KK VI Ll 1: l fOR SE~RCHl'.G i/HEN FDA = f TA (STA1 CHENT # ) ') 
GO TO 100~ 
998 WkIFCi,?4) 
24 fOk'IAT( '1 ',3}, 'IT IS RfQUrHf:.D TO HAVE DELTL ':>MALLER (STA11:.HENT I 
1 )') 
GO 10 1000 
999 WRITd& ,.!5) 
25 fOflMAT(' 1 ', JX, 'I I I!> REQUlkED TO HAKE LAkGtR THE LIMIT TO Tf'E JilGH 
lT SIDt') 
1000 STOP 
END 
--- - - ----------------
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TABLE XXI 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM CABLES 
USED TO CALCULATE THE NET PRESENT VALUE OF 
EXPANDING THE NETWO~K WITH A SPECIFIC 
CABLE AND THE EXTENT OF EXTENSION 
11111111111111111•11111•••~~•••••~••••••t11111•••ae11111111t111111•11 
I 
FOh1RA~ otJuRCE LI'>TltlG n TllF P~OGRAM CAHl [ ~ L ,[ D 10 CALCULAl L • 
Thi:. M 1 1:. fN1 \i\l L. ~t L' 11 ~' .. 'i..., lHL t1 1 J,H,d • 11' A ~Pi:.l..d JL t:-
CABU fCR D.fFER!.~T VAlUc~ clr EXIE~T Of l \fl:.l<~lON 
DJME~SJC~ RFSUL(2~,1q) 
REAl !NrLA,l'lTl:.l"~'ANlE,LAMnA,'IATR(l 15,2) 
INTEGER PAGf ,P,1YP!.(7),CAP(30) 
C READ Tri!. NAtlf Of THE CABLE 
c 
c 
READ(5,1)(TYPE(I),l:l,7) 
1 FORl'AT UA4) 
C READ DATA Ah0UT THE ECO~O}!Y 
c 
c 
READ(5,2) I~~LA,JNTER,AUMAR 
2 FORHAT(3f 10 2) 
C CALCULATION Of PHO AND GAMA FOR THIS TYPE OF CAB! E 
c 
c 
RHO=(l +INfLA)/(l +IhTER) 
GAHA•(l +AUl'AR)/(l +INTER) 
C READ DATA RELA1ED TO THE TYPE OF,CABLE 
c 
c 
50 READ(5,4) LIFE,V\LRC,MANTE,BETAO,BETAl 
4 FORMAT(15,4f10 2) 
IF(LIFF)l000,1000,40 
40 PAGE=O 
C CALCULATION CF LAMDA FOR THIS TYPE OF CABLE 
c 
c 
X:((l +MANTE)'RHO''LifE)/(1 -RHO'*LIFE) 
Y=(VALRE',AHA''LIFE)/(l -GAHfi 1 'LifE) 
LAHDA:l +X-Y 
C READ NUMBER OF CAPACITIES TO RE WORKED. 
c 
c 
c 
RE:AD(5,5) NC 
5 FORMAT(I2) 
C READ CAPACITY OF CABLES TO BE CONSIDERED 
c 
c 
READ(5,6)(CAP(l),I:1,NC) 
6 FORHAT(l6I~) 
C CALCULATIOh or NPV FOR EACH CA~Ll 
c 
c 
c 
DO 500 L•l,tlC 
DO 110 K = 1 , 30 
TA=K 
TA:TA/10 
MATR (K, l)=TA 
S:(RllO,.'A)/(1 -RHO"TA) 
DA :CA?(l ) /TA 
F:(BETAO/I C1A1)/D' 
C(,:, T:LAll!JA • ( BF1 AO+rlETA l 'GA I ( TA+S'( F +TA))) 
cos. :((l!,1/1(100 
MATR(K .~1-LOJl 
110 CONTINUE 
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N=30 
DO 111 K=31,120 
lhh+? 
TA=ll 
TA:TA/10 
fol.Hi If\~ ... I 1 J - A 
::.: \h/'J•• 1 A\,, I -oliO••TAl 
liA=~A~(L) 1A 
F:(J>E1A• 1l l1All1Do\ 
CL~1:LA~IA"L~lfA0+blfA1"DA 1 (1A+~•(F•TA))) 
Cll!>T:.,o -1 /Ill,\ 
HATRl",./l=LO ,f 
111 CONTINUl 
N:~lO 
DO 112 K•l.?1, 160 
N:N+5 
,.A•N 
•A•TA/10 
HAT~(t.., ll=TA 
!>:(RHJ••tA)/(1 -RHO'"TA) 
DA=CAP(L )/TA 
f:,BETAO/bl1A1)/0A 
COST-LAM~t•(BFTAO+bETA1•DA 1 (TA+S 1 (F+TA)l) 
CO::.T-CO!l1/1COO 
HA1R(!l.,2):C.;ST 
112 CONTI~UE 
N:41 
DO 11.l K=161,165 
N:N+l 
TA•N 
HATRCK, 1 )•TA 
!l:(RH01 'TA)/( 1 -RH011TA) 
DA:CAP(L)/TA 
F:(BETAO/BETA1l/DA 
COST•LAMDA 1 (BETAO+BETA1 1 DA1 (TA+S 1 (F+TA))) 
COST:CO~T/1000 
HATR(11.,2)=COST 
113 CONTINUE 
N:46 
DO 114 K:166,170 
N=N+2 
TA:N 
MATR CK, 1 )•1 A 
S:(RHo••tA)/(1 -RHO''TA) 
DA=CAP(L)/TA 
F=(BETAO/BETA1l/DA 
COST=LAMOAl(BETAO+BETA1'DA1 (TA+S 1 (F+TA))) 
C0Sf:COST/1u00 ' 
MATR(K,2l=COST 
114 C01~TINUE 
N•50 
DO 115 K=171, 175 
N=N+10 
TA=N 
HATR(K,1l=TA 
S:(RHO''TA)/(1 -RHO''TA) 
DA=CAP(L)/TA 
F:(BETAO/BETAl)/DA 
COS1=LAMDA1 (BETAO+BETA1 1 DA1 (TA+S 1 (F+TA))) 
COST=COST/1000 
MATR(K,2):COST 
115 CONTl'IUE 
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c 
C FORMA1ION Of MATRIX OF RESULTS 
c 
DO 220 1:1,2~ 
RESUL(I,l)=MATR(I,1) 
RESUL(I,2):MATR(I,2) 
RCSUL(I,3)=HAT•((I+?5),1) 
HSUL(l,4)-hA1R((I+2;,) ,2) 
Rf.SuL(I, 5 ):'lATPC (!+50), 1) 
RESUL ( 1 ,6) =llATR ((I >50) ,2) 
RESUL(1,l)=~AlR((I+75),1) 
RESUL( 1, f )_flf.TR ((I+ 75 I ,2) 
FESUL(1,9l=PATR((I+100),1) 
R1-.SUL(1,10):MATR((I+100),2) 
RE'li' ll,I\, "•\1R((!,1: ),>l 
·H'••c(l, 1. l 'Alt\dl+1.",), 'J 
Rf: I t ( ! , 1 l) -f' A IR\( l + 1' 0 l , 1 I 
fi~"'l' d, 1~)=nA1R((l+1'J!l), ') 
220 C< \T 11 ll 
c 
PRINT ~c'Ull~ FUR T!IE ODIA~IJ HALYl'D 
PAGr:PAGE+1 
k~ :i fr ((J .... v) 
l.h'lHb,21) PAGE 
WRITH6,? '1 
WR1H(6,2il(TYPE(Il,I:1,7) 
WhilU&,,_,) CAP(L) 
~hITl(6,i') INTER,HAN•f,!_TA0 
llhI1:(6,26) ,hfLA,AUMAH,f\ffA1 
ll~IH(6,21) 
DO 32, P:1 ,25 
WP11l16,28)(RE~UL(P,I),I:1,1q) 
325 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINJE 
c 
c GO BACr TO REA~ A~J:l PROCE% At.OTlilR TYPE Or CAJLr. 
c 
GO TO ~O 
20 FOFWAT('1',' ',/) 
21 FOhfll,T'' ',11S.<,'PAGE ',I2) 
22 FORMAT(/lX, 'hET PREsn:- vnur OF THE SlRIE OF COSTS ASSOGIA1'D WITH 
1 E>.PANDl!IG Tt!E CAPACITY OF me TELEPrlO :~ C,hLES NETWO<.K') 
23 FORHAH41, 'WITH CA[ LES OF THE TYPE ',7A-,', AT DlFFE'.1-.H TAU INT 
11-.RVALS OF TIML '11 
2• FU'llllT(4X, ' ••• NPV rs Ill THOUSANDS, f1DNEY IS IN 1981 VALUE ... 
1 CALCULAT1DNS M~DE FOR A CABLE OF CAPACITY OF ',I4,' PAIRS.' 
211) 
25 FORMAT<•x. ·v~LUE OF THF PAPAMETERS CONSIDFoED FOR THIS RUN COST 
lOF CAPITAL I ,F6 2.' • 
26 FORMAT(60X, 'INFLATION 
1 •',FIO Oii) 
f,AINTHl~l<CE ',FG 2.' bETA8 = ,no 0) 
',F6,2,', DErLATICN ',F6.2,' , BETAl 
27 FORMA115Y,71'1AU NPV ')I) 
28 FOPHAT(3X,7(F5 1,1X,~7 1,3X)/) 
1000 STOP 
END 
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TABLE XXII 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM BOUND 
USED TO CALCULATE THE RANGE OF DEMAND VALUES 
TO PRODUCE A NET PRESENT VALUE WHICH IS AT 
MOST A PRE-SPECIFIED PERCENT OVER 
c 
THE MINIMUM 
······················••ttllllltllllllllllllllllllllllt••············ 
fURTRA~ '0UhCl I 101 !Nu Of TllE Phl\,RAH bl'uND USFD 10 CALCULATE 
THl KA~,E ,,, l'fMA~P VAllif~ 10 rnt\,1(10 A NfT PRE~fNr VAlll 
oHJCH I~ Pl lhl>I A Phl:.-~P!.llf!ED HtlcfNT OVER Ttll MJNJhUM COST I 
iltllllllllt!•ltlll~lllllllt•fttfllllClllllltltlllllllllllllllll•ltll 
lJIHc~~l,'N Rt >u0,1,),1£R(71,CAB(50),P\1) 
lNTfGEh PAuf,T!1Lr(24) 
R~AL I•FLA,J\Tth,~ANTl,LAH0A,U~,LlfE 
CO~l\i)•/ r~u·m' L~~DA ,llcTAO. PETA 1. hHO 
C RUD DATA O~ ECO'l,"ilC SITUATION 
c 
c 
RFAD(~. 1) lid LA. rnn R. AUHAR 
1 FORHATC3f10 4) 
C Rf AD TYPE Of CAULl 
c 
c 
READ(5,3l(TITLl(l),1:1,6) 
3 f0RMAT(6A4) 
C READ PARAMETERS FOR THIS GROUP Of CABLES 
c 
c 
READ(5,2) BETAO,BETA1,Liff,VALRl,MANTE 
2 f0RHAT(5f10 2) 
C READ PERCENTPG£5 TO CONSIDER OVER THE MINIMUM COST 
c 
c 
READ(~,4) (PcR(I),1:1,7) 
4 f0RMATC7f10 2) 
C READ NUMBl:.R Of CABLES TO CONSIDER IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
READ(5,5) N 
5 fORMAT(]2) 
C READ CABLES TO CO'lSIDER IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
READ(5 ,6) (CAB(!), I:1 ,N) 
6 FORMAT(20f4 0) 
C CALCULATION AND INITIALIZATION OF CONSTANTS TO USE IN THIS RUN. 
c 
c 
GAHA:(l +AU~'Rl/(1 +INTER) 
RHO:(l +INFLA)/(1 +INTER) 
A= 1 /ALOG(RrlO) 
DELTA! = 0. 1 
PAGE = 0 
LINES = 0 
X:(I 1 +llA~n)'RHO*'LIFE)/(1 -RHO"LIFE) 
Y=(VALkE 1 GAMA 1 '1HE)/(1 -GAMAHLifr) 
LAMDA=l +X-Y 
C CtLCULATIOll Of VALUES FOR EACH PROVIDED CABLE 
c 
DO~OI:1,N 
RES(I,1):CAE(l) 
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c 
C CALCULHION OF OPTillAL VALUE~ OF TAU AllD DE~A!ID FOR THI::, CAF-L!. 
c 
Df.LTA=O 
TA~:O,O 
DK=D 0 
TA = 0 0 
51 TA-TA + DEL1A 
c 
lr(lA GT luO ) GC 10 1001 
TAP=lAK 
TAi<=TA 
C CALCUI ATE UIS AND ~II!:> 
c 
c 
LHS=TA•BcTA0 11 /lDfTAl'CAB(I)) 
RHS=(-A 1 (1 -Rll0"1A)/RH0,.1A) - H 
OP:DK 
PK=RllS-LHS 
C OPTIMAL VALUE~ ~~Ve BEEN REACHFD ? 
c 
If( RHS-LbS) 51, 55, 55 
c 
C LINcAR INTERPOLATION TO APPROXIMATE TX 
c 
c 
55 DT=TA•-T\P 
DHINU = DP 
OPLUS=DK 
TX=TAP - DT • D'HNU/(DPLUS-DMIN'J) 
DEHX=CA9(1)/TX 
RES(I,2):fE'X 
RES(l,3)=Tl. 
C CALCULA TIO~l Of Mlllll'UM COST 
c 
c 
S:(>tto••TX)/(1 -Rtto••TX) 
f:(BETAO'BETA1)/DFMX 
CMIN=LAMDA'(DETAO+Bl-A1*DEMX*(TX+S*(F+1X))) 
TDUMM=TX 
<: CALCULATION OF COLlJ'INS ~ ro 17 or l!AlRIX OF RESULTS 'HS' 
c 
D050J=1,7 
PERC=PER(J) 
CABLF=CAB(I) 
CALL BOUND(PcRC,CABLE,CHIN,DFNEW,1rEW) 
IF(TNEW EQ O 0) GO TO 1002 
RES(I,(~*J+2)) DE~EW 
RES(I,(21J+3)) = TNEW 
50 CONTINUE 
c 
C PRINT RESULTS 
c 
K=O 
DO 800 l=l, 7 
600 P(Il=PER(!) * 100 
600 WRITE(b,500) 
PAGE = PAGE + 1 
WhITE(6,70D) PAGr 
700 f"ORMAT(122X, 'PAGE ',12,/) 
llPIH(6, 701) 
701 F0RMAT(4X, 'CftLCULAT!ON Of DrMAll[,S HD CORRESPO'IDEl<T SlAG~ Or 
1 FXTEl<S!ON (TAU) TO PRODUCE A I f1 PRESEIH VALU'. WHICH IS 
2'/) 
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WRITE(6,702) (TITU (I) ,Iol ,6) 
702 fORMAT(4X, 'GREATFR TPAN ~HF MINIMUM COST BY Tiff l'iDICPT"D 
1Pt.RCENTAGES, FOR TllE GROUP OF CAULES ',6A4,2(/)) 
WRITE(6, 703) 
/03 fuKHAT(13X, 'VALUc::; TllAT') 
WRITE(6, /04) 
704 f0d~ATl12Y,'G!VF 011JMAL VALUr er DFHAND llJPPLR LCUND) AND 
1 C<J;iq!,.::,po11nENT T4U TflA1' IllCRl:.ASE THE MJNIHIJM C031 BY') 
WRPE:.(6, ic'J) 
705 FORlllT,lJi,'PvcIC! F0R') 
\1"1Tf(< ,/GG)(P(l),1=1,7) 
706 ffJ~hAT(2Y,' TllIS CAt:lLE ',f4 O,'S',6(107,F4 O,'S')) 
W.,ITf (I,, 7C I) 
707 fJRMAl( .~x. Oblf OF ',8('------ ')) 
'n,;,.i1 t.. (U., vv) 
708 hlhHAJ(/,JX,'(fAJhS)',3(' DrhM;D 1AU '),2(/)) 
LINE!:>=13 
110 ""'-+1 
WRITF(6,709)(RES(K,L) ,L•l, 17) 
7oq FORMAT(/,4X,F4 u,2X,8(2X,F6 2,?~,F~ 2)) 
JF(K GE ') GO 10 9q9 
LINf~=l INfS;c 
If(tI~FS Le 52) GO TO 600 
LO TO 710 
1001 WRITE(b,500) 
l<RITF'6,499l 
499 FORllAT(lOX, 'RUN l:AS AEIOR.,.ED BECAU~f JN SEARCHING FOP THE OPTIMAL V 
lALU~s. TA BE.CO~ED GHEATER THAN 100 YEARS') 
GO 10 1000 
1002 oRITE(6,500) 
500 f0Rh4T('1 1 ,' ',//) 
llhITE(6,501) 
501 fORMAT(lOX, 'RuN 'rU.S AuORTED BECAUSE TDUMM WAS ALMOST ZERO') 
999 WRITE(6,500) 
1000 STuP 
EhD 
SUBROUTINE BOUND(PER,CABLE,CMJN,DENEW,T~EW) 
COMMON TDUMM,LAMDA,BETAO,BETA1,RHO 
REAL LAflDA 
TDELT•O 05 
CTEST:CMIN 
CPER=CMIN*(l +PER) 
10 TPREV=fDJ~h 
c 
TDUllM=TD~MM-TDE:.LT 
JF(TDUMH LT 0 05) GO TO ~00 
DEN EW :CABLE/TDUM'1 
f:{BETAO/bfTAl)/DE:.N>W 
S= (RH0 11 TOUHM) /l 1 -RHO'*TDUMM) 
CPREV:CTEST 
CTEST=LAHDA' ( BETAO+BETA 11 DENEh 1 (TDUMM+S*CF+TDUMM))) 
C CPER HAS BEEN REACHED • 
c 
Jr(CTEST GE CPER) GO TO 20 
GO TO 10 
100 1t/EW:O 0 
DE:.N~ \1:0 0 
RETUliN 
20 TflEW:TPRE:. V+ ( CPER-CPREV) • (TDU~'M-TPREV) I ( CTEST-CPREV) 
c 
C UP DATe TDUHM fOR NEXT PERCENT 
c 
TDUHM=TDUMM+TDELT 
RETURN 
END 
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TABLE XXII I 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM UNCERT 
USED TO CALCULATE THE COST ASSOCIATED WITH A 
POLICY OF EXPANSION TO PROVIDE PROTECTION 
FOR A DESIRED LEVEL OF UNCERTAINTY ON 
THE REAL DEMAND 
FlJ1\1hA~~ !:iOUh1.c L.'H.1.~ili Ot- 1tff Ph1.\,'1,\~1 UNlEH UlE.D Tl)' /\ 1 ClJLA11:. I 
c 
rHI-. Cll:>T AS~llc'AIH "!111 A fclLIC\ '.1f rXf'ANO>h'N TO f11U\1°r 
HllHCTION r. i A r•,. lRl:.D LEVl:.L " U~CHTAINTY ON The HAL 
DIMl:.NSION Rl-.S(,2,4),:~EH(50),STDEY(501 
INTEGER PACc,TITLl:.(<") 
RI.AL INF LA, INHR, llAN> r , 1 AHDA, Lrl<;, LH E,Mf.AND(50) ,MEAN 
CO'IMON BET AO, B'1A1, L' 1DA, RrlO, A 
C Rl:.AD DATA ON ECONO~IC SlTUA1ION 
c 
RFAD(5,1) l~FLA,INTER,AU~AR 
1 FORMA"(3F10 4) 
c 
C READ TYPE OF CABLl:. 
c 
c 
READ(5,2)(TITLE(I),1=1,6) 
2 FOhMAT(6A4) 
C READ PARAMETERS FOR THIS GROUP OF CABLES 
c 
c 
READ(5,3) BETAO,BETA1,LIFE,VALRE,HANTE 
3 FO~MAT(5F10 2) 
C Rl:.AD 1!1E l1UMtlER OF THRESrlOLD DFMAND VALUES TO CONSIDER IN TllIS RUN 
c 
READ(5,4) N 
~ FOR'IAT(I2) 
c 
C READ TllE THRES~DLD VALUES OF DEMAND TO CONSIDCR IN THIS RUN. 
c 
c 
READ(5,5l(TDEM(K),K:1,N) 
5 FORMA1(16F5 0) 
C CALCULATION AND INITIALILATION OF CONSTANTS TO USE IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
GAHA=(1 ;-AUllAR)/(1 +I~.TER) 
RH0=(1 ;-11/rLn)/(1 +I'lll:.R) 
A=1 /ALOG(RHO) 
X= ( ( 1 +liANTE) •r.HO .. L 1 FE) I ( 1 -RbOHLffE) 
Y:(VALRE•GftMA"'LIFF)/(1 -GAHA''LirEI 
LAMDA=l +X-Y 
c READ PARA~ ErLOS Or THF Vrl:AL PROtlABILin DISTRillUTIDN3 
C OF THE flf.AL lll-.hA11DS, JO CG\SIDER IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
D08Y=1,N 
8 READ(~,() MFAUD(k),~1&~V(K) 
6 FORPPT(2F15 4) 
C tttttt PROCESS BlG!~S *111 '' 
c 
c 
DO 20 ~=1,N 
PAGl:.:O 
c CALCUl AH Tllf. HHIJMUM Cc1ST ;oR rn1::; 111Rf 'i'IOLD DEHAND 
c 
c 
l>l:.H:l rFM(K) 
dt.H1-CH1N(DEM) 
IFlCfflIN.LT 0,) GO TO 1001 
C h'l·l~~ C'LCULA1IO'< Of CC,Hhl$PONDENT U\Clh1ANITY FO~ fACll rlfAL DEMAND 
C P1 folH1 1 ANO ~O Pldll~ Frn YH~ 
I 
* 
CI rd AL= RfAL DlHAN 1 (JN UPPl'SillO'l TO 1JlE 1-.STIMATED THRfS'll'Lll c''l'AND) 
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TABLE XXIII (Continued) 
DO 30 hl,7? 
file~ (I, 1) =FLOA Tl!) 
Dh,AL=Hl:.3(1, 1) 
c CALCULATION OF THE LcVrL Of UNCEh.ANITY CORhESPONDENT TO 1111S DEMAND c 
c 
MEA!l:MEAND (K) 
STC:STDEV(K) 
pqoo:GINT(DREAL,MEAN,STD) 
RESCI,2):PROB1 100. 
C CALCULHION OF THE MI~IMUM COST FOR TllIS REAL DEMAND c 
c 
CRHTN:CMIN(DREAL) 
IF(CRMIN LT 0 ) GO TO 1001 
RE!>(l,3)=CRMIN/IOOO 
C CALCU!ATION OF CTMIN/CRMIN 
c 
RELAC:CRMIN/CTHIN 
RELAC=(RELAC - 1 )*100 
RESCt,~)=RcLAC 
30 CO~TINUE 
c 
C PRINf Pr.SULTS 
c 
LL=O 
2000 PhGE:P~GE+l 
WhITE(6,600) PAGE 
600 FOH':AT('1',122X,'P',Gc ',I2) 
WRITE (6, 601) (TITLF(L), L= 1, 6) 
601 FOP.t!AT(8X, 'RFLATIO!l BE!lifEN THE COS1 OF A~ EXPANSION POLICY FOR A 1NE1wORK WITH CABLES OF THE TYPE • ',6A4,/) WRITE(6,602) TMll(K) 
602 FOR 11A1 ( 13X, 'TO ScCUBf lHE UNCER1 ANIT f LLVFL!> ">HOHN, FOR A 1TBhrS110LD ESTIMATW DEMi'llD OF ',F4.1,' PAIR'> ', t) WRITE(6,603) 
603 FORMATl83X,'i (RCHIU) I!> OVER THE') WRITC.(6 ,l04) 
604 FORMAT(~9X,'OPTIMAL COST (RCMIN)',bX,'MINIMU"I COST') WhIU(6,605) 
605 FOfllAT(6 IX. 'FOh', 15X I I CORRC.SPONDENT TO I) ~ 1 HITE(6,606) 
606 f(J'>~~i(ll2Y,'COllPF:3PONDENT',6X,'THI:> fiHL rFMAND',81,'AN OPTIMAL PO ILJCY') 
\lllI1E(6,607l 
607 !uhl"T(34X,'llFA' LSVEL OF',9X,'( TllOU:'>A'IDS OF',lJX,'FvR THI 1!>') 
Wfi1TE(6 ,oO&l 
608 f0111AT(J_,', 'DEllAtlD UNCERTANITY 1980S HEXlCAN PESO:> TH lRC.S"JLD DFPAND' ,/) 
l IH '>=5 
BOO Ll.=Lc+l 
IF(Ll GT 72) GO TJ 20 
WRIT' (5, 609) (RFS(Ll , LLL), LLL: 1, 4) 609 F0hf'•l(34X,r4 1,l\,F7 3.9X,Fll 2,17X,r8 2,/) LIH~=LINES+2 
lF(LJN~S GE ~3) GO TO 2000 
GO 10 800 
1001 WllITC.(6,700) TD~H[K) 
700 FORllAT(' 1 1 , 15X, 'JOB ABORTED BECAUSE ;.dLN SEARC'H:NG FOR CMIN FOR 1 1Fl0 ?,'THE VALUf OF TA BECAME GREA1ER TrlAN 100 YEARS ') WR1TC(6,500) 
500 FORMAl('l ',' ') 
GO TO 1000 
20 CONTINUE 
WRI1E(6,500) 
1000 STOP 
END 
FUNCTION CllIN (DEM) 
COMMON BETAO,BETA1 ,LAMDA,RHO,A 
REAL LHS,LAPDA 
DELTA=O 1 
TAK=O.O 
DK:O 0 
TA=O 0 
21 7A=Tf.+[JELTA 
IF(TA Gf 100 ) GO TO 1001 
TA"=TAf. 
TAK=TA 
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~ 
C CAI CUl HE I JI') A~D Kilo 
c 
c 
LHS•MITAO I (HFTAl"DEM) 
iilb:{-A 1 ( 1 -hllO'*TA)/RH0 11TA) - TA 
DP=DK 
Dh•RHS-LHS 
C OPTIMAL VALUES HAVF REEN R~ACHLD ? 
c 
lF(hHS-LHS) 21,2~,.!5 
c 
{. LIN~An 14T~~POT.h1 ION TO APPROXIMAT~ D. 
c 
c 
25 Df=1AK TAP 
D'iINU : DP 
DPLUS = DK 
TX = TAP - DT • DhINU I (DPLUS-D~rnu) 
C CALCULATION OF l1IIHl\U/, CO<>T ASSOCIATED .IITH THI::, THRESYOLD DEllAND 
c 
S=(RHQ••tX)/11 -tH011 fX) 
f:(BETAO/BE.TA 1 )/DC// 
CHIN=LWDA' (Bel AO+B~TA 1 *DEM* (TY+S* (hTX))) 
f\UURh 
1001 CMill:-1. 
c 
RUURtl 
END 
FUNCTION GTN f IY, Xf!HN, SIGMA) 
C GlNf IS THE INTCGhAL FRO~ MHIUS ItlFJNITY TO I. OF THE GPUSSIAN 
C (NORMAL) C~RVE \/ITH MEAN !T XMEAN, !:>TANDARD DEVIATION SIGMA, AND 
C flAVING Ullif I.REA 
c 
GINT : ~'ERFC{(XMEAN-X)/(ABS(SIGHA)'1 414214)) 
RETURN 
END 
t U1lCTION ERFG(X) 
c 
C ERFG(X) IS THE C(]MPLEH!tl1ARY ERROR FUNCTION, ERFC(X)=1.-FRF(X) 
c 
lHFC :SIGN (ERFCP(X),X)+(1 -SIGN (1.,X)) 
RETUhN 
ENlJ 
FUNCTION ERrCP(X) 
c 
C lRl'GPCX) IS Tl!C CC· 'fl EMCllTARY LRHOR rUllCTION OF ABS(X), X REAL 
C HANDBOOK Or MA111EMA!JGAL FUllGTION'i, P 299 
c 
c 
Tf(X):l,/(1 + 3215911•AB~(X)) 
ERFCP:EXP(-Y 1 Xl*TT(X)*(,?548?9592+1T(X) 1 (- <84"96736+ 
1 TT(X)'(1 4c1413/~l•IT(X) 1 (-1 4~31520?7+TT(X)'1 061405q29)))) 
REfURN 
END 
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c 
TABLE XXIV 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM INFLA 
TO CALCULATE THE EFFECT OF INFLATION 
ON THE OPTIMAL COST 
••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••k111111111511a1•=•~•••1111e1111111111111 
• 
FORTH AN ~I Uh Cl LISTI~G 01 Till PROGRMI rnr I A U'LI) TO CALCUl A1F 
THE UHCT OF Illl LA1 !ON ,JN Jill OPTIMAL LO ,1 
DIHEN~lt.JN hlS(10v,3),V'>llU(100) 
INTEGlO, r,',f , 1 i!Ld~4) 
REAL U l4,INirn,f'A~Tf,l,\'"';,lFF 
LOMl'u~ .:nrE ,LIFE. y. TAu. Dt 'I, 1 • u•I1j ,BET AO. [1Lf l1 l 
C READ DATA ON FCO~OHJC SITUATlC•N 
c 
c 
RCAD(5,1) JNFLA,I,TlR,AUHAh 
FORMAT(3F10 4) 
C READ TYFE OF CA&LE 
c 
c 
READ(5,2) (Tl1LF(l),1:1,6) 
2 FO~HAT(GA_, 
C READ PARAM!:.TERS FOR THIS GROUP JF CABLES 
c 
c 
READ(5,3) Bl-.1AO,BETA1,LTFE,VAI llE,l'ANTE 
3 FORHAT(5F10 2) 
C READ THE NUH1•!:.R OF RHO VALUES TO CONSIDER IN THIS hUH, 
c 
c 
READ(5,4) N 
4 FO•Mfl ( 12) 
C READ THE VALUlS OF RHO TO CONSIDlR IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
READ(5, 5) (VRdO(I), l= 1, N) 
5 FORMAT(10Fo 4) 
C HAD THE NEXT VALUES OF DE!'ANO AliD TAU OPTihAL TO CO%IOER 
C AS CONSTAN1~ IN THIS RUN. 
c 
c 
c 
7 READ(5,6) D[M,TAU 
6 FORMAT(2F10 2) 
!F(DEM FQ 0 ) GO TO 999 
DO 8 ~=1,100 
DO 8 KK=l,3 
8 RES(K,KKl=O 
C CALCULATION O> MINIMUM COST FUR THl'> DEMAND AN[J TAU 
c 
c 
GAMA=(l +ALMAR) I (1.+INHR) 
RHOOP:(l +IllrLA) I (1 +I~JUI) 
X:((l +11A111t.l'rll (JJfHUfU I (1 -RtlOcJPHLirFJ 
Y= (VALRE'vAt:A• "LIFE)/( 1 -G/d1A'"LIF El 
LAMDA=l +X-Y 
S:(RriOOP<lTAU)/( 1 -RllOOP*'1AIJJ 
F:(UEJAO/l-fAl)/DEH 
CMIN:LfHUP•(BFTAO+DfTA1•Dr~•(TAL•S*(f•1AU)ll 
C CALCULA1IO~ OF MATRIX Of RF'>ULrS rlES 
c 
DO 20 I= 1, N 
FlS(I, 1 )=VRHO(I) 
RHO=VRllu(Il 
X=((l +llA~IF)"IHO**LIFF) I (1 -RHO .. LIH) 
LAHN:' +X-Y 
S:(R~J••tAU)/(1 -RH0 11TA~) 
RES(l.~)=LIHDA•(BETAO+DE1A1•DEM*(TAU+S•(F+TAU))) 
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c 
c CALCULATION or ClNF/CMIN 
c 
c 
RELAC:RES(I,2) CHIN 
RELAC:(HELAC - ) ' 100 
RE~(I,J)=RELAC 
20 CONTillUE 
C PRINT RESULTS 
c 
LL:O 
PAC.E:O 
2000 PAGE=?AGf+l 
Ir (LL EQ N) GO TO 1 
WRITf(6,600) PAGf 
600 FORHAT('1',12<X,'PAGE 1 ,I2,/) 
WRITE(6,601) (TITLE(L) ,L= 1,6) 
601 FORMA1(10X,'nElATION BETW"EN ThE COST OF AN EXPANSION POLTC 
lY FOR A NUwOPK OF THF TYPf. ',6A4) 
WRITE(6,602) 
602 FORMAT(31X,'AND DIFFERENT VALUES OF THE RATIO RHO (1. + 
lINFLA) I (1 +INTER)') 
WRI1"(6,603) RhOOP,CMIN 
603 FOR~IAT(lOX, 'IN 1HIS RUN, THE VALUE OF RHO TAKEN AS BASIS, 
1 WAS 1 0 F6 4,' , WITH A MINIMUM COST(CHIN) OF ',FlO, 1) 
~RITE(6,604) DEH,TAU 
604 FORMAT(2bX, '01HER CONSTANTS CONSIDERED ARE DEMAND = ',F5. 
11,' TAU OPTIMAL ',F5 1,/) 
~'RITE(6,605) 
605 FORMAT(6}X,'CO~f(CINF)') 
WRITH6, 606 J 
606 FORHAT(61X,'FOR THIS VALUE') 
WRITH6, 607 l 
607 FOR~AT(~OX,'RH0',11X,'OF RH0',11X,'$ CINF IS OVER CH~N',/) 
LINES=O 
800 LI.=! L+ 1 
IF(LL GT N) GO TO 7 
WRITE(6,608)(RfS(LL,LLL),LLL=1,3) 
608 FORMAT(48X,F6 4,6X,F12.0,16X,F9 1,/) 
LINES=LINES+ 1 
IF(LINES GE 25) GO TO 2000 
GO TO 800 
99? WRIT~(6,~00) 
500 FORMAT(' 1 1 I I I) 
STOP 
EHD 
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TABLE XXV 
FORTRAN SOURCE LISTING OF THE PROGRAM OCCUPA 
USED TO CALCULATE THE PERCENT THAT THE 
COST IS INCREASED BY GOING FROM AN 
OCCUPATION POLICY OF (A)% TO AN 
OCCUPATION POLICY OF (B)% 
•'lt !p 
, ...............•.....•.•.••••••••• ,,.,,,, ..•.......••.......••...... 
FORTPAt ',• ,,,rf LJ~,.l~L Jr lllE. r'J' ""A'1 UCCU ''"'' Ill CALCULATF • 
1Hf P.RClhl 1HA1 1HE CO~T I~ l\LRfA~Ew Bl GOIN~ 'HO'! AN 
OCCllPATIO~ POL!Cl OF (Ali TO AN C'CCUl'ATION POI JCY OF (B)S, 
• 
11t1111111v•11~11111t111111111•1111111111111111t•••tta1•1111111111111 
c 
DIHEN!Ill~ GAPlR(10,?0),RES(10,10),G&IN(10) 
DIMlhS!UN H(10),Vl10) CV(IO),CH(lC) 
INTE.G!t rAL<,TlrL~(24J 
REAL I~f LA, TN f' q ,1'4:/H, LAM DA, LhS, Lll'E 
CCMtlO\ ~ETAO,~rTAl,LA'IDA,RHO,A 
C hEAD DA1A .:n, ECON0"1I~ S!TUA1ION 
c 
READ(5,1) INfLA,INTlq,AUHAR 
1 f0RHAT(3FIO 4) 
c 
C RE.AD TYPF OF CABLE. 
c 
c 
RE.AD(5,2)(1ITLl(I),I:1,6) 
2 FORHAT,6A<I) 
C HEAD PARA'IETE.RS FOR THIS GROUP OF CAULES 
c 
c 
READ(5,3l BETAO,BETA1,LIFE,VALRE,MANIE 
3 FORHA1(5F10 2) 
C FEAD GUNS TO CONSIDER IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
READ(5,4)(GAIN(!),!•1,10) 
4 FORHAT(10F5 1) 
C R•.AD 0 OF OCCUPATION TO CON'S IDER Ill 1HIS RUN. 
c 
c 
READ(5,5)(H(I),!:1,10) 
5 FORMAT(10F5 3l 
C RE.AD BS OF OCCUPATION TO CON:JIDER IN THIS RUN 
c 
c 
c 
R£AD(5,6)(V(IJ,I:1,10) 
6 FORHAT(10F5 3) 
C CALCULAT!Ot, AND INITIALIZATION OF CO!ISTANTS TJ USE HI THI~ RUH 
c 
c 
GAHA:(l +AUM~h)/(1 +INTE.R) 
RH0:(1 +!ttflAl/(1 +INTER) 
A:l /flLOG(RllO) 
X:((1 +11t.t.rr:)•fdl011LIFEl/( 1,-Rtto••LIF£) 
Y:(VALRf 1 GAMA 11LlrE)/l1 -GAMA•*L!FE) 
LAMDA: 1 +X-Y 
C • 11 n PROCE.S!> BEGI~!3 FO I CA!.tULATION OF 11ATRI/ GAPEll 
c 
c CALCULATION Of Tll~ NUMllFR OF PAIP~ NEWlD FOR M uF OCCuPATION. 
c 
00201:1,10 
DO c.> J:I 10 
D' "-"~JI.( I) /H ( I) 
tHilJ:d< ~\nl~l 
lf(cPlD 11 0 ) GO 10 1001 
GAPfh(l ,J1:CHID 
20 CO~lI~Ul 
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TABLE XXV (Continued) 
D0211:1,10 
DO 21 J: 11 , 20 
DlH=~AIN(IJ/V(J-•O) 
CHID=c'llN (DEM) 
lF(CMJD LT.O ) GO TO 1001 
GAPHlI ,J)=CMID 
21 CONTINUE. 
C tun PROcE~S BEGINS FOR CALCU! A1 IOll UF MATRIX RES 
c 
c 
C COPY AS AhD BS COST 
c 
c 
c 
D031I=1,10 
D03?J-1,10 
CH(J):JAP!.R(I,J) 
CV(J):GAPER(I,J+10) 
32 CO~TI,IUE 
C CALCULATION C MATRIX RFS FO~ THIS GAIN 
c 
c 
DO 34 K:1, 10 
DO 34 L=l,10 
REL,C-CV(l )/CH(K) 
REL~C=(fiELAC - 1 ) • 100 
RES(K,L):RELAC 
34 CONTillUE 
C PRINT RESUL1S FOR THIS GAIN 
c 
WRITU6,600) 
600 ~ORMAT('l',' ',ii) 
WRITE(6 ,601) 
601 FORMA1 (20X, 'fABULATION OF T!IE % THAT THE COST IS INCREASF.D BY GOIN 
1G FRO~ AN OCCUPATION POLICY OF (A)$,') 
WRITE(6,C02) 
602 FOriMAT(20X, 'TO AN OCCUPATION POLlCY CF (B)S '/) 
WRITC(6,601)(TITLE(II) ,II:l ,6) 
60J FORMAT(24X, 'CALCULATIONS flAD~ IN THIS RUN WERE. FOR THE GROUP OF CA 
1BHS ',6A4,/) 
WRITE(6,604) GAIN(I) 
604 FOHMAT(79X,'AND A GAIN OF ',f4,1,' SUBSCRIBFRS,',//) 
WRITE(6, 59Y) 
599 FORMAT(6/X,'D(~l',/) 
WUTE(6,l05J 
605 FORMAT (7 ,(, '+------+' , 10 ( '----------+')) 
WRIH.(G,606! 
606 fORMt.T(IX,'+ +',10(10X,'+')) 
WRITE(6,601)(V(KKJ,~K=1,10) 
G07 FORMAT(IX, '+ +', 10(.;X,F4,2,' +')) 
WRITL(6,6C6) 
WRITE(G,GGJ) 
DO 700 Mol, 10 
WRITl:.(6,lJ6) 
lF(M EQ ?l CALL AUX(H,RES,Ml 
IF(M FQ ~) GO TO 800 
W~In 16,CU8) H(M) ,<HES'M,f'M) ,MM:l, 10) 
608 FllRMAT(IX,'•',h 2, 1 +',lO(rJ ?,' +')) 
800 WRITl:.(6,606) 
WRITH6,CO~) 
700 CONT'NUI 
31 CONTI llU E 
GO TO lOJO 
1001 WHITl:.(6,tOq) GAIN(!) 
609 hJ''!AT('1',15X,'JOv •uC''1JlD BECAU~E WHEN S'ARC'IIW• FOR C'11N ~o, A 
HrAl~ CF ',F6 i,',',/) 
WrlITE.(b,610) H(l) 
610 FOHJ\ATl15X,'AND Atl OCcUPHIO'I OI ',f6,1,' THI:. VALUE OF TA LECAl\E G 
1REATl:.R THAN 100 YEARS ') 
1000 STOP 
END 
150 
c 
TABLE XXV (Continued) 
FUNCTION CHIN (DEM) 
DH\ENSlON RES(10, 10' ,CV(10) ,CH(10) 
CO'l:IO:J s-TAO, BE TA 1 , LA MD A, RHO, A 
REAL LHS,LAMDA 
DELTA=O 1 
TAK=O 0 
DK=O 0 
TA=O 0 
21 TA=TA+D<.LTA 
IF(TA GT 100 ) GO TO 1001 
TAP=TAI-. 
TAK=TA 
C CALCULATE LHS AND RdS 
c 
c 
LHS:BET.\Q/(&UA1 1 DEM) 
RHS=(-A•(l -RH0* 1 1A)/RH0"'1A) - TA 
DP=DK 
DK=RHS-LIS 
C OPTIMAL TH:F HAS BEEN RHCllLD ? 
c 
I~(RH~-LHS) 21,25,25 
c 
C LINFAR INTERFOL~TION TO APPROXIHA1E TX 
c 
c 
25 DT=TAK-TAP 
DMINU = DP 
DPLUS = DK 
TX = TAP - DT t DMINU I (DPLUS-DHINU) 
C CALCULA1IOh OF HINI~UH C03T 
c 
S=(RH0 1 'TX)/(1 -RHO''TX) 
F=(BET,O/BETA1)/DEM 
CMIN=LPMDA 1 (bETAO + DETA1 1 DE.H1 (TX+S 1 (F+TX))) 
RETURN 
1001 CMitl=-1, 
RETURN 
END 
SUbROUl!NF AUX(h,RFS,H) 
DIHE~::no11 II( 10) ,H!>( 10, 10) 
\IRIH l6, 1) 11(1') ,(',E"{l\,MM) ,Mll=l, 10) 
FORMAT(2X,'(A)$ +',F5 2,' + 1 ,10(F9 2,' +')) 
RE.TURN 
END 
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